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INSIDE*
Murray's Ryan
Milk Co. will be
the featured industry at the 12th
Annual Industry
Appreciation Dinner sponsored by
the Purchase Area
Development District. Page 11A

SPORTS:
Dave Cox, a 5-10,
220-pound running
back, who has won
two bench press
championships, is
carrying more than
his weight as a
Murray State Racer.
Page 2B
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WORLD
LONDON — Warring parties
in Bosnia -Herzegovina
gathered for a new round of
talks to end fighting that has
killed thousands. Page 3A

STATE
LEXINGTON — Gov. Brereton Jones' doctor wants him to
continue resting at his Woodford County horse farm for
now but says Jones might be
able to do some work next
week. Page 3A

SPORTS
Offense was no problem for
three local soccer teams on
Tuesday as Murray High's
boys and girls and Calloway's
boys all won their season
openers handily. Page 28

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Orders to
U.S. factories for economically crucial durable goods plummeted in July for the second
time in three months. Page 2A

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. A 50
percent chance of thunderstorms. Low around 70. Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph. Thursday: Showers and thunderstorms likely. High 80 to 85.
Chance of rain...70 percent.
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KENTUCKY LAKE
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356.3, -0.2; below 302.7, -0.7
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W.A.T.C.H. uncertain of funding
cents per $100 assessed valuation
for this purpose and McCracken
County's tax is 9 cents.
Williams said the center has 44
clients and continuously has
others wanting to enroll.
"We can't take any more
clients unless we place them in
the community working," shc
said.
Some of the center's clients are
employed by local businesses and
are paid a salary which they get
to keep. The clients are supervised by job coaches who arc
funded through grants. Williams
said this is beneficial for both the
clients and the community
because the jobs make them productive, tax-paying citizens.
"A center like this really
should be the responsibility of
the whole community because
mental retardation can happen to
any family. When and if that happens, they will need special assistance after the grow up and leave
the public schools," she said.
The center is currently conducting its annual phon-a-thon
and mail-a-thon. Williams said
she is seeing a decrease in community donations, which see
blames partly on the economy.
"1 think it would be an assurance that the center would still be
here if the tax is levied," she
said.

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger S Times Staff Writer

Since its incorporation in
December 1970, the Work Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.) has
been able to provide its services
with limited fund-raising, but the
uncertainty of future funding is
becoming a matter of concern.
Peggy Williams, the center's
executive director, said cutbacks
in federal aid in 1980 during the
Reagan administration began
placing a greater burden for funding the center on the community.
"The federal money we get is
allocated in block grants to individual states and the state Department of Health and Retardation
divides it among the regional
offices. We receive money based
on our client service hours. We
never know how much we'll
have," she said.
Under Public Law 94.192, the
public schools are responsible for
educating the mentally handicapped until they are 21.
W.A.T.C.H. takes these clients
when they reach that age.
Williams said the regional
office is billed for the 32 general
funding clients who are at the
center eight hours each day. They
perform various tasks such as
assembling parts for industries,

Andrew may bring
rain to Kentucky;
Red Cross seeks
funds for efforts
Any bad weather spinoff
from Hurricane Andrew
should reach Kentucky by
Thursday, but it will be rain
and not strong, damaging
winds, according to the
National Weather Service.
The eye of the hurricane
was about 90 miles southwest
of New Orleans early today,
moving along the southeast
Louisiana coast. Andrew still
packed 125 mph winds, down
from 140 mph, and dense rainfall. A storm surge of 10 to 15
feet was possible near the eye,
and hurricane-force winds
extended 70 miles.
• • • •
Calloway County Red Cross
coordinator Peggy Billington
says that people interested in
donating funds to the Red
Cross's relief efforts in Florida
and Louisiana may send them
to the local chapter for
forwarding.
Billington said donators
should designate on their
check that the donation is for
hurricane relief efforts and
which state's Red Cross agency the funds are meant for.
She will forward all such
donations to those Red Cross
agencies.
Address donation to Calloway Co. Red Cross, do Peggy
Billington, 607 Poplar, Murray
KY 42071. Donations may
also be sent directly to each ,
state's Red Cross agencies,
Billington said.

CYRUS AFZALI/Ledger & Times photo

Ron French and Jerry Munsell, clients at the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped.
perform assembly work Monday.
which in turn reimburse the center for the work. There are 12
other clients who are funded
through Title 19, a program that
is billed through Medicaid. Adult
day habilitation clients are also
funded by Medicaid.
She said Murray's center is in
competition with the Easter Seals
Center, the Marshall County
School for Exceptional Children

which causes a temporary deficit.
In hopes of alleviating some of
the funding problems, Williams
approached the Calloway County
Fiscal Court in July asking that a
property tax of 1 cent per $100
assessed valuation be levied,
which would generate approximately S50,000 a year for the
center.
Graves County has a tax of 2

and the J.U. Kevil School in
Graves County. The block of
money split among these centers
has not increased in several
years, Williams said.
Although W.A.T.C.H has never
encountered a deficit situation,
Williams said funding is strained
because money has to be spent
before it is received from contributors or government agencies

Andrew's fury strikes Louisiana coast
By GUY COATES

Orleans. "I'm standing in water
right now in the house, and we're
10 feet above sea level."

Hurricane by the numbers

Associated Press Writer

Some Hurricane Andrew statistics:
*Damage est:mates in Florida ranged up to $20 billion, according to
Dade County emergency management director Kate Hale.
*Fourteen deaths were reported in Florida, but the toll could rise.
Three people were reported dead in the Bahamas on Sunday.
•At least 50,000 people in Florida were reported homeless, and more
than 34,000 were reported in Red Cross shelters.
*825,000 households and businesses in South Florida remained without power; about 2 million people were affected.

FRANKLIN, La. — Hurricane
Andrew threw its deadly fury into
Louisiana's bayous and marshes,
striking only a glancing blow at
New Orleans before heading deep
into Cajun country today. It
weakened as it moved inland but
still pounded towns and fields
with winds of 100 mph.
The storm, already labeled the
costliest natural disaster in U.S.
history with damage put at more
than $15 billion, added plenty to
the bill it ran up earlier this week
in Florida and the Bahamas.

A high school in Patterson
where 120 people took refuge
lost its roof to the wind, said
Sheriff Huey Bourgeois of St.
Mary Parish. He said no one was
hurt.
Andrew was blamed for 17
deaths in Florida and the Bahamas. Official reports of any
deaths in Louisiana were not
expected for hours.

tarted power lines popping
roughout the region.
is house is falling apart
arou i me," said Ken Perry,
in Patterof a
man
es west of New
son, 61

A tornado spun off by the
storm ripped through a New
Orleans suburb, and 30 people
were reported injured. Andrew
also flooded roads, uprooted
trees, tore off huge limbs and

Tens of thousands of people
rode out the storm in shelters and
boarded-up homes.

Deputies catch kidnapping suspect
CENTERVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— A Kentucky widow chased a
trucker across three counties after
he allegedly kidnapped her
8-year-old daughter from an
Interstate 40 truck stop.
Deputies stopped Russell D.
Daulton, 54, of Forest City, Ark.
He was being held in the Hickman County Jail in Centerville

the trucker. Investigators would
not say what charges they
expected to file.
Investigators were trying to
sort out details of the incident
that began about 10 p.m. Monday
when Daulton allegedly
kidnapped Loretta Lynn Short
from an 1-40 truck stop in Benton
County.

where he was charged with possession of a controlled substance,
believed to be cocaine, according
to Hickman County Deputy Hootie Bentley.
No kidnapping charges had
been filed Tuesday afternoon, but
investigators were waiting for
Angel Short to arrive in Camden,
Tenn., to sign warrants against

"I'd stopped for gas at a truck
stop, I'm not sure where I was,"
Angel Short said Tuesday after
she was questioned by Hickman
County investigators.
"This man asked me where we
were going, and just to be friendly, I told him. All of a sudden,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Jones says he'll accept free tickets
sporting event tickets to all 138
state lawmakers and dozens of
government officials.
In recent months, the General
Assembly's Board of Ethics has
questioned the freebies. Last
week, on a tie vote, the board
decided to let lawmakers keep

football game "to eliminate any
doubt that he was not doing the
proper thing," said Patton
spokesman Kevin Goldsmith.
"He felt it was best to pay for
them as far as ethics is concerned," Goldsmith said. Patton
also will pay for future basketball
tickets, he said.
For years, UK has given free

accepting free tickets to a sporting or entertainment event from a
public agency. UK is a public
agency."
Patton, who plans to run for
governor in 1995, has decided
it's best for him to pay his own
way to the games.
Patton paid on July 27 for his
four tickets to each UK home

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones will continue to accept free tickets to
University of Kentucky football
and basketball games, but Lt.
Gov. Paul Patton will reimburse
the school for his freebies.
Jones' press secretary, Frank
Ashley, said the governor sees no
conflict "in his or his staff's

(Cnnt'd on page 2)

16th House
What's the mostfun you've had in school sofar this year? incumbent
voted out
Man on the street

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Rep. Mickey Edwards was swept
out of Congress in the Republican primary after a campaign
spent apologizing for being one
of the worst offenders in the
House banking scandal.
Edwards, the fourth-ranking
Republican in the House after
eight terms, finished third Tuesday in a field of five candidates.
He received 26 percent of the
vote.
Edwards' defeat made him the
16th House representative to be
defeated in an election year
marked by a strong antiincumbent mood among voters.
Another Oklahoman, Democrat
Rep. Mike Synar, was forced into
a runoff for the 2nd District nomination. Synar has served in the
House for 14 years.

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:306
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.
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BREANNE SYKES
Playing in the kitchen center, nap
time and playing outside on the
playground

•

ROSS WIMBERLY
Colonng and going up in the tree
house

CINDY BLALOCK
Housekeeping,
gluing

olortng

LOGAN SCHWETTMAN
I like playing with the big blocks.
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FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1
2
3
4

5.
6.
7.
8.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

9 Numb Hands
10 Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

13
14
16
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

can relieve your aches
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskin, D.C.

and pains
chiropractic orthopedic test, a
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more It will include a
check an examination
alignment
spinal
a
test.
pressure
blood
chiropractic neurological test, a
and a private
strength
muscle
for restncted or excess motion in the spine, a test tor
results
consultation with the doctor to discuss the

This enhre exammason is FREE
It you want more care and treaiment
we do all the pacerwork

FREE.

YOU •TUE PATIENT NC ANY Ort+ER Pt .0-,Or. RE
D4SCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLCY PROTECTS
SE AVCES E AAMP.A"soh OR 'REA -Mr
REiMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
EXAMINVION OR TREA•mi S'•
ADvER•GaiENT FOR THE FREE SERME

I CALL for

$30

your

E FOR Pay mENT HAS A RaGHT '0 REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
S Pt WORMED AS A RESULT or AND W1 THIN

FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(al University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU

759-1116

We are proud to use\4\
(\irecycled newsprint.(

Durable goods orders
plunge unexpectedly
trailing Democrat Bill Clinton in
WASHINGTON (AP) —
public opinion polls even after
Orders to U.S. factories for ecothe Republican National Convennomically crucial durable goods
Uon last week in Houston. The
plummeted in July for the second
president is trying to coax voters
time in three months, the government said, sowing new doubts into feeling better about the
about the health of the economy economy.
during the home stretch of the
Durable goods, intended to last
presidential election campaign.
three or more years, range from
Most of the sharp 3.4 percent
home appliances such as toasters
drop — the biggest in seven
and refrigerators to business
months — was attributed to a
equipment such as turbines and
decline in orders for aircraft, but
computers. Their sales are conother key categories, including
sidered an important barometer of
industrial machinery and primary
businesses' and consumers' willmetals such as steel, fell as well.
ingness to borrow and. spend.
"The recovery has run
Economists warn that without
aground," said economist John
M. Albertine, a Washington- sustained increases in durable
based consultant. "Durables, goods orders, there is little hope
along with the rest of the eco- for substantial improvement in
nomy, don't seem to be able to the nation's unemployment rate,
build up any momentum. ... No which was 7.7 percent in July,
sector is robust enough to give Just under an eight-year high of
the economy a sustained push." 7.g percent reached a month earIn advance, economists were lier. Continued declines in orders
anticipating a small decline of eventually would cause layoffs at
less than 0.5 percent. Orders had factories.
The Commerce Department
increased 2.8 percent in June but
said orders for durable goods totthey fell 2.1 percent in May.
The plunge comes at a had aled a seasonally adjusted $119
time for President Bush, who is billion in July.

Jones says.••
(C'ont'd from page 1)
them.
Jones gets eight free tickets to
each UK home game. His cabinet
secretaries, as well as several
members of his office staff,
receive two each. Ashley gets
two and plans to keep them, he
said.
Questioning the free tickets
from UK "could be carried to an
illogical end," Ashley said.
"Where do you stop?" he
asked. "Arc you saying it would
be wrong for the governor to go
to a meeting at the Cabinet for
Human Resources and accept a
free Coke? That would be
preposterous.
"One shouldn't forget that UK
is a public agency. That's the
case here.
''Yes, there is a difference
from accepting tickets from a

Sealy Health-flex

public agency and from someone
who is trying to make a profit off
the state."
UK receives millions of dollars
from the state. The governor and
legislature determine the amount.
Ashley said the governor's
office has no formal policy on
receiving free tickets from universities. "The feeling here is
that there's no conflict," he said.
Jones' code of ethics, which he
signed soon after taking office
last December, requires executive
branch officials to disclose gifts
worth more than SI,000.
For this season, two tickets
would be 5238 for UK's six
home football games, and S450
for the IS home basketball
games.

That means the governor's
eight free tickets for each home
football and basketball game are
worth 52,752.

Deputies catch...
(Cont'd from page 1)
my child was gone."
Ms. Short raced after the rig
traveling east at 75 mph until a
tire blew out on her 1987 pickup
truck.
"I couldn't think of anything
except finding my child, my only
baby," she said.
A passer-by, who was not
identified, stopped to help and
took Ms. Short to a telephone

SAVE OVER ONE-HALF
ON FAMOUS NAME BEDDING

with 1 yr. warranty

T!..eir
via
77-44.- •

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Complete with
headboard, frame, liner,
1 heater, mattress, deck
and pedestal
Shell

TWIN SIZE
2 PC MATTRESS SET

was $209

FULL SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

Was $249....119

QUEEN SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

139

Was $299

Double-Tier Bookcase
Waterbed wiMirror

5 Board
Waterbed

Only 299

Only $199

Pick 3
0-9-9
Cash Five
6-9-17-25-26

with 5 yr. warranty
TWIN SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

Was $249

FULL SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET

Was $329

Brass Headboard

Deluxe
Day Bed Frame

*69

Supreme
Day Sod From*

CLARIFICATION

rj13199111 Wiggly

e•t(ASS
DAY BED $09
Frame Only IUP

OPEN OR 24615A DO:SAT 1 SW 1 killiNG141
IWY K' SOO ALGA&

$99

v.here she called Dickson County
authorities. They broadcast a
description of the rig.
Soon afterward, authorities
pulled over the rig in Hickman
County, about 40 miles cast of
where the incident began.
"That man took me," Loretta
Lynn Short said. "It scared me to
death."
The child said she tried to
break a window on the rig and
escape.
"Ile said he was going to keep
me and never let me see my
mommy again," the child said.
"I'm glad the police took him
to jail. ... He would have hurt
me," Loretta said.
The Shorts were returning
home to Newport, Ky., so Loretta
Lynn would be ready to begin her
first day of second grade at
Fourth Street Elementary School
on Wednesday.

The Eddie Hall listed in an
arrest report in Monday's issue is
not the Nelson Eddie Hall of
Lynn Grove.

WEEK'S
C.APT: SriSKE"THIS
SPECIAL

$99
939

Oki

Large Hamburger,
Fries & Med. Drink

'2"

°159
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

,!UILTED
—17SS SET

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food
Bar - Salad Bar, Dessert Bar Includes Drink

with 10 yr. warranty
FULL SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET
QUEEN SIZE
2 PC. MATTRESS SET...

Was $489
W

'199
'299

Al on 't Fancy but Sho is good Food
,
Plwe

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers‘

k

753 0045

Murray

Chestnut

Wednesday Night Only
4-9 p.m.
FREE Drink With Bar-B-Q Plate
Includes Bar-B-0, tries, baked beans, slaw, toasted bun.
Coupon expires Sept. 30, 1992
One Coupon Good For Each Person In Group
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones' doctor
wants him to continue resting at
the governor's Woodford County
horse farm for the time being but
says Jones might be able to work
some next week.
Jones is recovering from a kidney problem called acute tubular
necrosis, thought to have been
triggered by injuries he received
in a helicopter crash Aug. 7. The
problem also might have been
aggravated by a pain-killing drug
Jones received after the crash,
doctors think.

problem to correct itself if Jones
gets enough time and rest.
Only the pilot of the crashed
Sikorsky S-76 helicopter, Jim
Cary, remains hospitalized; he
has a leg injury. Officials at
Humana Hospital-University of
Louisville, where Cary is a
patient, said Tuesday he might be
dismissed next week. Doctors
operated on Cary's leg for about
12 hours last week.
Jones initially complained only
of back pain after the crash. The
kidney ailment did not appear
until a week later.

"He feels like he's ready to
start work, but when he tries to
do much of anything, he gets
extremely tired," Dr. Tom Ferguson said Tuesday. "That's typical
in this kind of case."
Jones' kidney condition continues to improve, Ferguson said,
but he wants him to remain on
"home rest" status at Airdrie
Stud. He has been at the farm
since he was dismissed last week
from Central Baptist Hospital in
Lexington, where he was treated
for the kidney problem.
Doctors say they expect the

Bush's 'bounce'
may be bouncing
back, poll shows
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new poll suggests the
"bounce" President Bush
enjoyed from the Republican
National Convention last week
may not be lasting.
A New York Times-CBS
News poll released Tuesday
showed Democrat Bill Clinton
leading Bush 51 percent to 36
percent. It was based on a telephone survey Sunday and
Monday of 903 registered
voters.
Just before the Houston convention, a similar survey had
the Arkansas governor ahead,
52 percent to 35 percent. However, a sampling taken for the
same news organizations last
Thursday at the close of the
convention showed Clinton
had only a 45 percent to 42
percent lead.

Ferguson, a kidney specialist,
said that Jones' kidney function
has improved to about 55 percent
of normal. The governor's kidney
function had fallen to about 30
percent when he was admitted to
Central Baptist on Aug. 14.
"This is a significant improvement," Ferguson said. "But the
governor still is weak and unable
to do a full day's work. So we're
continuing to recommend that he
rest at home."
Home health nurses are visiting Jones periodically at the farm
to monitor his condition.

Kentucky wants its old bones back
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
After years of informal talks,
Kentucky still can't recover hundreds of prehistoric creature
bones that the University of
Nebraska excavated at Big Bone
Lick State Park.
Researchers completed their
five-year project in 1966 and
took the bones west to catalog
them. They said later that Kentucky wouldn't get the bones
until it had a sufficient
depository.
Negotiations are now in the
hands of attorneys, and the effort
has been stepped up the past 12
to 18 months, said Bob Bender,
deputy commissioner of the state
Department of Parks.
"They've never said we're not
going to give them to you, but
they have raised the question. of
whether we are suitably equipped
in museum capabilities," said
Henry Curtis, an attorney for the

parks department.
Curtis said Nebraska has more
or less delayed or evaded answering questions. "I don't want to
say too much, because I may
wind up in litigation," Curtis
said.
Kentucky officials can't find a
contract outlining the conditions
of the dig. Big Bone Lick, then a
new state park, had only a trailer
in which to display bones.
It later got a museum, but as
late as 1987, a governor's task
force ripped the parks system for
poor maintenance at Big Bone
Lick and for storing bones not on
display in open baskets.
Park Manager Bob Lindy said
those problems have been
corrected.
The bones are among several
collections taken during excavations at the Boone County park,
one of the most important
archaeological sites in the world.

Salt and sulfur springs
attracted great herds of giant
mastodons, mammoths, bison and
primitive sloths and horses from
about 20,000 to 12,000 B.C., but
many of the animals became
mired in the soft marshes and
died.
Ron Lawson, who recently
directed and produced a
documentary about Big Bone
Lick State Park, said it will be
shown on Kentucky Educational
Television in late October.
10ET provided a $7,137 grant
to Lawson.
The 28-minute documentary
traces the history of the salt
springs, reportedly discovered by
a French soldier in 1739.
Ben Franklin received a shipment of tusks, and President Thomas Jefferson, a recognized
paleontologist, financed an
expedition and wrote about what
is now the park.

Chairman of Domestic Violence
Task Force tenders resignation

News of thc. World
MORE TALK FOR BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

LONDON — Warring parties in Bosnia-Herzegovina gathered for a new
round of talks to try to end fighting that has killed thousands, after a European mediator resigned from what he described as a frustrating task. At the
three-day international conference beginning today, the U.S. delegation led
by Acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger was seeking to ensure
Serbs do not to keep the territory they gained in their war with Bosnia's
Croats and Muslims. Eagleburger, a former ambassador to Yugoslavia, also
planned to press for a tightening of U.N. sanctions against Serbiandominated Yugoslavia for backing the Serbs in Bosnia, U.S. sources said.
Two dozen nations were represented at the conference.

THREAT TO IRAQ BECOMES OFFICIAL

WASHINGTON — The Uniter States and its allies intend to deliver a formal
warning to Saddam Hussein that any of his warplanes flying above Shiite
villages in southern Iraq will be shot down. The threat has been aired unofficially for days; meanwhile, both the air and ground assaults by Iraqi government forces upon the Shiite population have subsided. President Bush
planned to make the ultimatum official in a public announcement today,
while the United States, Britain, France and Russia deliver formal notes to
the Iraqi mission to the United Nations in New York. The warning will tell
Iraq to clear the skies below the 32nd parallel or risk counterattack in the
air, U.S. officials said.

U.N. OBSERVERS TO PROTECT AID EFFORTS

MOGADISHU, Somalia — The U.N. secretary-general wants to send up to
3,500 armed observers to help protect the emergency effort to feed Somalia, where the Red Cross says 11 of its workers were killed last week. Meanwhile, equipment problems, leaking cooking oil containers and a mass of
storks on a runway Tuesday slowed the U.S. airlift in neighboring Kenya,
where thousands of Somali refugees and Kenyans are in need of food. The
United States, which has been delivering food to northern Kenya since Friday, plans to start airlifting food this week into Somalia. Germany began its
own airlift Tuesday. The aid campaign has been difficult in a country where
the drought sweeping southern Africa and civil war have combined to create
chaos.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
district judge who was cochairman of the Attorney General's Task Force on Domestic Violence Crime has resigned.
He said it was partly because
of the group's opposition to the
appointment of former Warren
Circuit Judge J. David Francis to
a state board that awards compensation to crime victims.

In a letter to Attorney General
Chris Gorman, Judge Stanley Billingsley of Carrollton said he was
"surprised and disappointed" by
a task force resolution urging
Gov. Brereton Jones to reconsider
Francis' appointment.
The resolution occurred Aug.
17 at a meeting Billingsley did
not attend. He resigned two days
later, and his letter was released
by Jones' office on Tuesday.

CHICAGO — People who smoke a pack or more of cigarettes a day are
twice as likely to develop cataracts, and up to one-fifth of U.S. cataract
cases may be caused by smoking, according to two studies published
today. The studies, reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association, tracked 17,824 male U.S. physicians from 1982 through 1987 and
50,828 female U.S. nurses from 1980 through 1988. Among the doctors,
men who smoked 20 or more cigarettes a day were 2.05 times more likely to
be diagnosed with a cataract than those who never smoked. Among the
nurses, women who smoked 35 or more cigarettes a day had 1.63 times the
likelihood of undergoing cataract surgery as non-smokers.

RUSSIANS LIGHT UP AMERICAN BRANDS

MOSCOW — Shiny packs of Camels and Kents have almost crowded out
drab gray boxes of Russian cigarettes at a kiosk on busy Pushkin Square.
"Russians buy more foreign cigarettes now because they are much nicer,"
said 18-year-old Valery Naumov, putting a Marlboro. The popular American
brand sells for 150 rubles a pack, or about $1, five times the price of local
brands."We are tired of Russian cigarettes with no filters, bad taste and bits
of tobacco that stick in our throats," Naumov said. As more people in the
West kick the habit, U.S. and European tobacco companies have been
drawn east by the passion for cigarettes in what used to be the Soviet bloc.

Miller named to
Kentucky board
of transportation
Gov. Brereton Jones has
appointed a local resident to a
state board position.
Dan Miller will serve on the
Kentucky Transportation Board.
The board is responsible for
recommending transportation projects to the Governor, according
to Bob Jackson, a spokesman for
Jones.
Miller, of Lynn Grove, is a
magistrate on the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.
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Family Ties Resource Center Health Care Coordinator Joyce Smith works with the kids
and parents of Fulton County every day. to resolve problems that might be getting in the
way of a child's learning. She performs initial screenings for eye problems or disease, puts
parents in touch with agencies and community organizations who can help provide needed
services, or simply administers a little TLC.
By providing these on-site services, kids can be treated quickly, then sent back to class.
The Family Ties Resource Center stands for a simple truth: kids learn better when they're
in better shape to learn.
To find out how you can get involved in supporting school reforms, please call:
1-800-928-2111.

Come on out and let me solve your storage needs. We
always guarantee the lowest price on a treated
building. It were not the lowest price well beat
anyone else's comparably built building price by
Cherry Ann Wyant
Sales Manager

;
a
Support bottor schools
tor Kootodry's kids.

POITAIER WAREHOUSES

Open 10:00-1:00 Weekdays 10-3 Set.
In Iliumay On Hwy. 041 N. Next To 7 Seas Rest
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Letters to the Editor
TYFO aids Murray High registration
Dear Editor:
Thanks to the help of Mrs. Anneue Hancline, president of the Murray High School P.T.O., and the P.T.O. volunteers, the 1992-93 school
sear at Murray High School is off to a smooth start. On Aug. 7, 10.
and ii, the volunteers listed below assisted with the self-scheduling
cards that gave our students the choice of class selections:
Cheryl Crouch, Kathy Rayburn, Alida Graves, Vicki Holton, Sandi
Friend. Genevieve Adams, Marilyn Adkins, Rosemary Graham,
Camille Douglas, Robbie Key, Debbie Bell, Vicki Miller. Becky
Smith, Paula Compton., Charloue Beahan, Pat Weatherly, Sheila Grogan, Debbie Shapla, Cathy Hopkins, Cheryl Gressler, Rebecca Cunningham. Linda Roach, Mary Gail Johnson, Peggy Allgood, Genese
Reed, and Carol Chapman.
Our gratitude also to Dot Wilson, Wanda Laird, Martha Crawford,
and Susie Malone for their assistance.
Hassle-free registration for our students is designed to limit the
number of schedule changes once the school year begins. These people assured its effectiveness.
Bill Wells. principal
Murray High School, Murray

Says Clinton's unworthy of office
Dear Editor:
I am very concerned about this year's presidential election and what
Bush.
;,eople know about Gov. Bill Clinton and President George
a
have
we
but
for,
stand
men
these
what
know
not
do
people
',tiny
right to know.
I have really tried to keep up with this year's presidential election
the
and to hear what Bush and Clinton have to say. After some of
ns
America
as
we
believe
can't
I
say,
things I've heard Mr. Clinton
country.
our
of
leader
the
for
this
like
man
a
consider
could even
When considering someone for the position of president of our counis
ti, we must ask ourselves these questions: Do we want a man who
who
man
a
want
we
Do
is.
Clinton
?
children
unborn
of
killing
the
tor
is for giving homosexuals special rights? Clinton is. Do we want a
man who is for taking guns away from honest citizens? Clinton is. Do
we want a man whose wife is for giving 12-year-old children the right
to sue their own parents? Mrs. Clinton is. How can we. as God-fearing
Americans, vote for someone who is for keeping prayer out of our
public schools? Can we the voters let this happen?
As far as the economical situation goes, it has not been perfect, but
neither is President Bush or any of the rest of us. We as Americans
must get our priorities straight and look at the moral issues these two
men stand for. People too often decide on the basis of Democrat or
Republican. but never look at the morals and convictions of the in&
‘idual. As I said earlier, President Bush is not perfect and he makes
for two men, so the
hi share of mistakes, however, we can only vote
Lhoice should be obvious. It is our duty as the voice of this great
tr.,untry to make it clear that we will not allow such an unworthy and
c..uali1ied person such as Clinton in the White House.
Dustin Harrell
Rt. 3, Box 126C, Murray

DETROIT — President Bush
may be playing catch-up in the
polls, but for the next 21/2 months
he'll be engaged in the kind of
activity that seems to suit him
best: constant motion.
After all, this is the president
who went to five continents and
50 states before he even started
campaigning for a second term.
Now, campaign and White
House aides promise almost nonstop barnstorming by Bush as he
tries to shake free from his long
summer slump.
In the closing days of the 1988
"What kind of people are we
campaign, Bush's strategy —
dealing with here?" Bush asked
orchestrated by James A. Baker
in feigned incredulity about Ill — was to chase Democrat
Democrats Bill Clinton and Al
Michael Dukakis around the
Gore as he pressed his campaign country, basically blocking the
for swing votes in the industrial
Massachusetts governor's every
Midwest on Tuesday in the
move and keeping Dukakis from
Detroit suburb of Canton, Mich. getting undivided media attention
Bush sought to paint the from his stops.
Democratic ticket as environmenNow, with Baker, who recently
tal extremists who would clamp resigned as secretary of state,
so many curbs on automobiles back in the driver's seat as White
that it would put hundreds of House chief of staff, Bush's camthousands of auto workers out of paign is taking on a variation of
work.
that theme.
No matter that in the same
But instead of seeking to block
speech the president assailed
on a geographical basis,
Clinton
than
less
Clinton for "a little
Bush has been trying to pre-empt
stellar" performance in protecthim on themes and programs like..
ing the environment as Arkansas
job-training concept that had
the
governor.
been a central tenet of Clinton's
Consistency clearly is not
going to be part of what is fast campaign.
On that basis, Bush is trying to
shaping up as one of the closest,
most spirited presidential cam- stay competitive in the battle-

'G-O-D' and presidential politics
Dear Editor:
George Bush is indignant because the three letters G-O-D are missing from the Democratic platform. What will be his reaction when he
drovers that GOD is not written into the Constitution of the United
St.ites of America?
He may never make that discovery, though, for apparently he never
...inces at that document.
Our forefathers fled Europe to escape the sort of religious litmus
that Bush now wants to establish for the presidency. And the
framers of the Constitution were diligent in safeguarding the new
nation against it. But the flag worked so well lour years ago! Will he
be able to use God as effectively now?
Surely the American people are too smart to fall for this cheap
trick. Surely the people know George Bush is.no more concerned for
clod than God is in need of being mentioned in a political platform.
It's a desperate bid to hold onto power, and George Bush is willing
now even to sell out the public school system for four more years in
offi:.e. If he succeeds, the question then will be: Will even God help

ground states of the Midwest and
the Northeast while at the same
time working to shore up his base
in the Sun Belt.
And he brings something with
him that Clinton doesn't have at
his disposal — the power of the
incumbency.
Although Bush likes to take off
his coat and tic and roll up his
shirtsleeves as he works a crowd,
not many arc fooled into believing he's really one of them.
Not far off sits the gleaming
blue and white Air Force One, a
Boeing 747 jumbo jet that carries
him most places.
Then there is the second jumbo
jet that shadows Bush's every
flight to serve as a backup — just
in • case, and the 16-to-25-car
motorcades the provide his
ground transportation.
Even though both candidates
spoke to the American Legion in
Chicago on Tuesday. Bush was
able to swoop into town by
helicopter.
And he was the one who
brought his own podium, a specially built blue podium bearing
the presidential seal that goes
with him everywhere he goes.
When he finished speaking in
Chicago on Tuesday, White,
House workers carted it off
before it was Clinton's turn to
speak.
Clinton used a far more pedestrian podium, supplied by the
Legion.
And only an incumbent pres-dent can do what Bush did on

FRANKFORT — As he continues to recuperate at his Woodford County home from injuries
and the aftereffects of the crash
of the state Sikorsky helicopter
early this month, Gov. Brereten
Jones has time to take stock of
the first nine months of his administration and to look forward to
what lies ahead.
Maybe it's the healing idleness
enforced by his physicians for the
back muscle injuries and a re,sulting kidney disorder that has Jones
eager to get on with his intention
to reform the state's health-care
system. Any active individual
who has been ordered to bed for
a protracted period of time can
understand the frustrations Jones
surely must feel, as well as his
determination to get moving
, once the doctor gives the
quickl.
okay
However, Jones should recognize that the same need for time
to cure his own ailments also is a
good prescription for what ails
Kentucky's system of health care.
The governor intends to stick
by his original timetable to draft
reforms for the health-care sytem
and 40 put the legislation before a
special session of the General
Assembly sometime in November. That gives him and his admi-

State Editorial Roundup
The Paducah Sun:
The clear division of opinion about corporal punishment among western
Kentucky schools is one more reason, if another is needed, for the state to
continue to allow local option on the subject.
Nine of 17 school districts in the region have chosen to permit paddling; seven others have declined to reinstate that form of punishment,
and the decision in one is pending.
Thus the one fact about which everyone can be certain is that no broad
consensus exists, at least in this end of the state, on whether corporal
punishment should be part of the discipline of public schools. We suspect
on is
the same holds true in other sections of Kentucky. A ready explanati
another.
to
locality
one
from
that standards and needs differ
The corporal punishment decision was thrown back into the local
schools somewhat by default when the General Assembly this year failed
the
to act (on the state school board's 1992 paddling ban). ...We believe
the
result was right, and should be left as it is by the state. Incidentally,
stringent
of
set
a
with
issue
the
state board is trying to move back into
That
rules for those districts that do employ corporal punishment.
shouldn't be necessary either.
Local determination is entirely consistent with the philosophy of decenfurther,
tralization that came out of school reform. To press the point
l
individua
to
defer
should
nt
those districts that permit corporal punishme
...
.
otherwise
choose
might
that
councils
ent
school managem
For our part, (we believe) a few whacks in the right place is still the
best way to get a wayward student's attention when all else fails. The
If
point is, let the communities through their elected school boards decide.
discipng
dispensi
as
the state can't trust educators in so basic a function
will solve.
line. we have more problems than a blanket ban on paddling

• • • •
(Tom Room covers national politics for The Associated Press
and has covered fire presidential
campaigns.)

nistration a little more than two
months to do for health Cafe what
required more than six months to
accomplish with a reformed
statewidd education system in
1989-90.
Admittedly, Jones and his staff
aren't starting from scratch in
late August. A series of statewide
forums earlier by a special task
force named by Jones collected a
lot of information, but much of it
came from numerous types of
health-care providers. The public
isn't going to rally behind a
reform plan perceived to have
been dictated by the state's doctors and hospitals.
The Governor's Commission
on Health Care Reform, which
will draft the actual reform legislation, has met but has been
unable to accomplish much toward its mission. Its last two meetings, in fact, were canceled, the
first because three key lawmaker-

members were out of state at a
conference of legislators and the
second because Jones himself
was hospitalized and unable to
present his own proposals.
Last week, two important legislative players in health-care
reform — the chairmen of the
House and Senate budget committees, Rep. Joe Clarke of Danville and Sen. Michael Moloney
of Lexington — expressed reservations about pushing for a
November deadline and Jones
should listen to their sound
advice.
A lot of members are running
for re-election Nov. 3 and will be
subjected to pressure from healthcare interests to ,take stands
opposing significant changes in
the system.
Not mentioned but still very
much an influence is the ongoing federal investigation of

corruption in the legislative process. If Jones proposes a reform
plan as wide-ranging as he promises, it's going to need not only
an active governor pushing it for
all it's worth, but also strong support by the leadership of the
House and Senate to convince
members to vote for it.
No matter what anyone says,
the legislative leadership right
now is preoccupied with both the
past and the future. A controversial issue such as health-care
reform must not become a diversion from their concerns over
federal subpoenaes and possible
future indictments.
Under the best of circumstances, Jones faces a tough
battle to pass significant healthcare legislation. Whether it's a
lingering sore back, a pending
general election or a preoccupied
legislative leadership, these aren't
the best circumstances.
Better, instead, is to wait until
early next year and to use the
extra months putting the reform
plan together and generating
widespread public and legislative
support.
Like the governor's good
health, the issue is too important
to risk a setback by going to
work too soon.

Just whose side is Barbara Bush on?
HOUSTON — Whose side is
Barbara Bush on?
The First Lady, long suspected
of harboring pro-choice views on
abortion, came out of the closet
four days before the Republican
Convention opened and said such
matters as abortion and
homosexuality ought to be "private" and government should stay
out of them. Mrs. Bush told one
of many interviewers people
aren't going to change their
minds on these issues.
If Mrs. Bush thinks people
won't change their minds on
major issues, why bother to have
a political campaign? Since there
are more registered Democrats
than Republicans, a sufficient
number of Democrats must be
persuaded to change their minds
and vote Republican if her husband is to win a second term.
Mrs. Bush is mistaken. Minds
can be changed. She need look no
further than the mind of the
President.
Four years ago before the
Republican Convention in New
Orleans, I asked Mr. Bush to
explain his conversion from a
pro-choice to a pro-life position.
He told me that one of his children was unable to have children
and so his son and daughter-inlaw adopted a child. Seeing their
happiness and rejoicing with
them, Mr. Bush said it dawned on

-••••-
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him that the baby's natural
mother had to allow her child to
have a chance in life in order for
his son and daughter-in-law to be
fulfilled. It was at that point, said
Mr. Bush, that he began to
"evolve" toward a pro-life position. One wonders why Mrs.
Bush, seeing the same evidence,
did not evolve with him.
Mrs. Bush might wish to visit
some crisis pregnancy centers
around the country and meet volunteers and clients who have
changed their minds about abortion, some just seconds before the
procedure was to begin.
She should have a talk with
Luhra Tivis, who worked in a
Wichita abortion clinic, but
changed her mind about what was
being aborted and now speaks for
pro-life causes. Mrs. Bush would
also benefit from meeting Carol
Everett (or reading her book,
"The Scarlett Lady"). Everett
helped set up and run several
abortion clinics in Texas, but

changed her mind when the moral
weight of what she was doing
began to crush her.
Refusing to engage a great
moral issue like abortion is a
cop-out. Mrs. Bush should take a
quick tour of Washington's
monuments and memorials and
ask how many of them were
erected for the honoree's economic policies. I'll save her the
trouble. Not one. Many of those
enshrined in marble and bronze
took unpopular stands for unpopular causes in their time. Some
died without seeing their ideas
vindicated. Minds were changed
later and the testimony to their
moral courage and vision is their
memorials.
There are no memorials or
monuments to "leaders" who
wished great moral issues would
go away or remain private. No
one remembers, except in derision, the names of those who
were on the wrong side of truth
or who fled the battlefield for

safer surroundings. That's why
Mr. Lincoln has a memorial and
those who favored slavery or
refused to speak against it do not.
Had Martin Luther King Jr. fatalistically believed the minds of
whites could not be changed
about race, there would have
been no civil rights legislation.
Mrs. Bush has eloquently
defended the family against radical feminists who believe a career
is more important and fulfilling
than family and friends. Now she
has given aid and comfort to
those who not only support abortion on demand and gay rights,
but who have an agenda that
includes positions she disagrees
with. Those people are unlikely
to change their minds, but they
are certain to do all they can to
change the country.
Mrs. Bush might wish to consider the words of James Russell
Lowell, who commented a century ago about an issue some
thought government should
ignore: "It is in a moral aversion
to slavery as a great wrong that
the chief strength of the Republican Party lies ... it will not do for
the Republicans to confine themselves to the mere political argument, for the matter then
becomes one of expediency ....
They must go deeper, to the radical question of right and wrong."
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Monday, interrupting a campaign
trip in Connecticut to fly to Florida to survey storm damage from
Hurricane Andrew, signing disaster proclamations along the way.
Bush can sprinkle goodies all
along the campaign trail.
For instance, while here on
Tuesday, he signed an executive
order granting Michigan state
officials the right to ignore certain federal welfare guidelines to
put their own program into place
— one that goes further in cracking down on welfare cheats than
does the federal program.
The last time Bush was here,
four days before the Michigan
primary, he announced a regulatory relief package for the auto
industry.
That's one of the powers of the
incumbency that Bush is clearly
using to his advantage as he
throws himself into the biggest
political challenge of his long,
political life.
And, for the most part, he
doesn't try to hide his political
motivations.
"I'm here today because of
what will take place 71 days from
.now," he told a New Jersey audience on Monday as he unveiled
his new job-training program.
He, of course, was referring to
the Nov. 3 election.

Jones, special session both need time

Henry A. Buchanan
Rt. 4, Box 332, Murray

••••

paigns in recent history.
Nor was consistency the
byword the day before when
Bush, campaigning in New
Jersey, proposed a $10 billion,
five-year plan for expanded federal job training.
No matter that some of the
components of the plan were
programs the president had tried
to kill earlier this year, or that the
new plan for spending — Bush
didn't say where he'd get the
money — came just days after he
told the Republican National
Convention that he favored deep
spending cuts.
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MURRAY TODAY
Couple will be married
JO'S DATEBOOK Sept. 5 at local church
I

Wednesday, Aug. 26

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hicks Sr. of Providence announce the

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Cub Scout Sign-up at Southwest
'School -night, the annual sign-up for Cub Scouts, for Pack 73 of Southwest Calloway Elementary School will be Thursday, Aug. 27, at 6:30 p.m. in
the school gym. All boys in first through fifth grades, along with their parents
or guardians, are encouraged to attend and sign up for Cub Scouts. For
more information call Cubmaster Mark Reinhardt at 753-0717.

Volunteers needed for homebound
Caring people of all ages are need to visit homebound senios in the area.
Volunteers will be trained and supervised by the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens director, Eric Kelleher. Persons interested in helping with
this special service are asked to call 753-0929.

Wednesday, Aug. 26
Elm Grove Baptist Church
events include Mid-Week Bible
Study all youth mission
organizations/7 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.

Church of Christ.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist
worship/6:30 p.m.

New Life Christian Center/
prayer and praise/7 p.m.

Church
(Cont'd on page SA)
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Suiters hold reunion

Republican picnic on Saturday
By FRANCES S. CARLTON

Republican Picnic will be Saturday, Aug. 29, starting at 10 a.m. at Pirates
Cove, located four miles east of Hardin on Highway 80. David Williams and
Steve Hamrick are scheduled to speaker. Barbecue plates will be available
at $3 per person or bring your own picnic lunch if desired. Persons are also
asked to bring their own lawn chairs. For more information call Homer Bullard at 759-1837.

The family of the late Burie
and Paula Ray Suiter gathered at
Kenlake Resort Pavilion on
Saturday, July 4, for a family
homecoming.
Family members enjoyed getting acquainted all over again,
reminiscing about past events and
up-dating each other of the
present.
They enjoyed good food and
fellowship, and especially the
albums of growing up days (newborn babies, school activities,
weddings and celebrations with
Burie and Paula, as well as aunts,
uncles and great-grandparents).
This generated keen interest on
the part of family members who
had not been privileged to meet
Burie and Paula. The consensus
of all was that it truly was a great
day.
Part of the "stroll down memory lane" for a number of family
members who spent several days
in Murray included enjoying
some traditional southern familystyle meals at Rudy's, Martha's
and the Homeplace restaurants.
The out-of-state visitors were
gratified to find Murray still
exhibits the warm hospitality they
fondly remember from years past.
Those present for the event
were:
Jim and Shelby Suiter; Craig
and Judy Suiter; John Willoughby and friend, Judy Ray; Steve
and Kim Suiter Lyles and daughter, Brittany; James and Glenda
Suiter Newsome; Sherry Newsome and John Purdom; Gordon
and Annie Suiter Chester; Bob
and Fran Chester and son,
Shawn; Madeline Parker; and
Angie and Robbie Marine, all
from Western Kentucky.
Participants from out-of-state
were:
Norris and Cheryl Chester

Computer seminar at Chamber
'Computers Do Not Byte' will be the theme of the seminar to be Tuesday,
Sept. 1, at 530 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Guest speakers will be Charlotte Boyd and a talking computer. Topics to be
discussed include Computers Yesterday and Today, courses, seminars, and
private instruction by Computer Technology Plus Inc. For information call
the Chamber otfice.

Arabian Horse meeting on Sunday
West Kentucky Arabian Horse Association will meet Sunday, Aug. 30, at
2 p.m. at Wranglers Camp in the Land Between the Lakes. The meeting and
seminar will be on 'Competitive Trail Riding.' For more information call Theo
Tuck, 753-6825,

Country Club dinner on Friday
Murray Country Club will have its Friday night dinner on Friday, Aug. 28.
Serving will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The menu will be barbecue riblets, green
beans, potatoes, corn on the cob, roll, dessert and beverage. The price will
be $9 per person. Reservations should be made by Friday noon by calling
753-6113.

Band Sixth Grade Parents to meet
A meeting of parents of Sixth Grade children at Murray Middle School
interested in joining the band program will be Thursday, Aug. 27, at 7 p.m.
in the band room of the school. Beth Stribling, MMS band director, urges all
interested parents to attend. For more information call 753-7747.

United We Stand meeting changed
The United We Stand meeting, scheduled for Thursday, Aug. 27, has
been changed to Thursday, Sept. 10, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Glenn Kleier, state publicity chairman for the Kentucky Volunteers
of United We Stand, will be the guest speaker. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

TOPS Club will meet Thursday
TOPS KY *489, Murray Chapter of Taking Off Pounds Sensibly will meet
Thursday. Aug. 27, at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
building. Weigh in is from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and meting from 7 to 8 p.m. For
more information call Pamela at 753-7638.

Parkinson's Support Group will meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Aug. 28, at 4 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
:all Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle R.N., at 762-1100.

Cherry Corner plans special service
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have a one-night revival tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. Nelton A. Richardson (Bro. Richie), a guest missionary
from Trinidad, will be the special speaker. Special music will be presented
by the Church Choir. The pastor, the Rev. Charles Anderson, invites the
public to attend.

Mayer and daughter, Mindy,
LaPorte, Texas; Glenn and Sharon Carlton and daughter, Lisa,
Westerville, Ohio; Keith and
Melanie Carlton and baby, Robert
Ryan, Midland, Texas; Robert
and Frances Suiter Carlton, Columbus, Ohio; and Heyward and
Josephine Suiter Bedwell, Paris,
Tenn.

All girls at Murray State University who are interested in joining and helping to organize a new Epsilon Sigma Alpha International College Sorority at
MSU are invited to meet with Kathie Fleming, first vice president/presidentelect of the Kentucky State Council of ESA, on Friday, Aug. 28, from 7 to 10
p.m. at or near the Dorm Complex. ESA is a philanthropic, social and educational sorority which supports local needs as well as St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, Easter Seals and others. The Collegiate chapter members will participate in the annual state convention and the international convention and can model in the annual fashion show or assist in other ways.

Registration for all girls and adults interested in becoming Girl Scouts or
leaders will be Thursday, Aug_. 27, at the Girl Scout cabin, located on
Sharpe Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets. All girls and
adults who have never registered previously may do so between the hours
of 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. on Thursday.'We hope to have a record year as there
are a lot of great activities coming up. We hope to see you all there,' said
Lynn Griffiths, leader.

Ward will speak for VF'W
Chuck Ward who recently returned from Vietnam on a Point Man Ministry
will present a slide show program at a meeting of Post 6291 and Auxiliary of
Veterans of Foreign Wars. This will be Thursday, Aug. 27, at Log Cabin
Restaurant. Dinner will be at 6 p.m. with the program to start at 6:45 p.m. All
interested persons are invited to attend.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Aug. 27, at 7:30 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through
accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. You will have contact with people who listen and who offer support,'
according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.
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Hurry! This Week Only!

5 DAYS ONLYI WED., AUG. 26 - SUN., AUG. 30
ALL AREA K MARTS:
Wood -Sat 10 drri-7 pm On Sunday from Store Opening to One Hour Bofors Closing
MURRAY
AGFA *

Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed
C +992•CA tnt

HWY. 1518 • BENTON, KY.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
F.! PRICES SLASHED FOR FINAL 3 DAYS
0
4.•

AUGUST 27TH - 28TH - 29TH
AU Summer Wear
Dress & Casual

$6.95

$10.95

Phone 527-9895

Store Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

GIVE US
20 MINUTES
AND YOU'LL
SEE YOUR
WORLD
CLEARER
THAN
YOU EVER
THOUGHT
POSSIBLE

FRANKFORT — Max Parker,
Domestic Relations Commissioner in the 42nd judicial circuit,
representing Calloway and Marshall counties, attended the 1992
Domestic Relations Commissioner's Conference held Aug. 12-14
at Lexington.
Domestic relations topics
including maintenance, bankruptcy, property valuation, and factors involved in determining child
support were discussed.
In addition, Domestic Relations Commissioners reviewed
new legislation passed during the
1992 legislative session and new
case law.
Small group discussions facilitated the exchange of information
concerning these and other
domestic relations issues.
The conference, sponsored and
administered by the Administrative Office of the Courts, is part
of required continuing legal education for the Commissioners.

Girl Scout registration planned
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GLENDA'S SHOES

Parker attends
Commissioner's
special meeting

New sorority meeting scheduled

•

won't even need a stitch to close.The
operation literally takes an average of 20
minutes or less and recovery time is minimal In a day or two. your eyesight will have
improved so dramatically that the world
‘vill look brand new!
If your world could use some clearing
up, if you suspect that you might have a
cataract problem, call the Van Dyck Eye
Center. Stop making excuses and make an
appointment. We'll have you
seeing clearly in no time.

Cataracts, for tens ()I thousands of Americans, have turned the world to a blur Cataracts can cause you to see ghost images or
double vision; light may seem either too
bright or maybe too dim.The world may
seem to have a "film- over it.
If this is how you see your world, you
need to see an eye care specialist at the Van
Dyck Eye Center.
lere, a surgeon using the latest and
finest surgical techniques, will
make an incision so small it

IND
,• 3

3

VAN DYCK EYE CENTER

43/1444
011149

Ladies Auxiliary plans picnic
Ladies Auxiliary of Roberts Post #6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
host a family picnic on Saturday, Aug. 29, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at pavilion
at Murray-Calloway County Park. All VFW members and auxiliary members
and also eligible prospective members are invited.

•• • —

St. John Baptist Church Youth
Department/6 p.m. with Roderick
Reed as speaker.

approaching marriage of their daughter, Robin Adair Stewart of Murray, to Cliff Edward Flournoy of Benton, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Edward Flournoy of Wickliffe.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Adair Baker Moates
and Jim Moates of Providence and of Mrs. Audrey Hicks and the late
Bill Hicks of California.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Helen Arington of Wickliffe and the late L. Deweese and Lonnie Arington and the late Urleen
Viniard Flournoy and W. Forest Flournoy.
Ms. Stewart is a 1982 graduate of Mayfield High School and a graduate of Paducah Community College with a degree in nursing. She is
employed with Western Kentucky Heart and Chest Surgery Associates, PSC of Paducah.
Mr. Flournoy is a 1978 graduate of Ballard Memorial High School.
He is employed at Houston Smith Equipment Company while attending school at IET at Paducah.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Sept. 5, at 10
a.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Wanda McNabb, daughter of Mrs. Dorothy McNabb and the late
Scott McNabb of Murray, has one of the major roles of the production
of the musical fantasy, "Into the Woods," which will be at the Roxy
Community Theatre, Clarksville, Tenn., on Friday and Saturday. Aug.
28 and 29, at 8 p.m. McNabb plays the part of one of the stepsisters in
this musical by Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine who take some
of the storybook characters and weave them into a story. McNabb is
employed with the First American Bank of Nashville, Tenn. For ticket
information call 1-615-645-7699.
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inch circle, cut into 1/2 inch
strips and cover top of pie with
lattice-laced strips, sealing ends.
Flute edges of pie, bake at 425
for 35 minutes or until filling
begins to bubble and crust is golden. Makes 6 servings.
• • • •
Chicken Ter iy a k i
with Orange Sauce
6 boneless skinless chicken
breasts
Pound until 1/2 inch thick and
even.
Marinate 2 hours or longer in:
1 c. soy sauce
1/4 c. brown sugar

BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy lisktr

2 tsp. minced garlic
1 Tbs. grated fresh ginger root
1/4 c. white cooking wine
1/4 c. lime juice
Grill chicken 5 minutes on
each side, or until done through.
Serve on a bed or rice with
orange sauce.
Orange Sauce:
3/4 c. light oil
1/2 C. orange juice
1 tsp. Dijon mustard
1/8 tsp, cayenne pepper
2 Tbs. red currant jelly
2 Tbs. red wine vinegar
Heat together until well
blended and hot.

Tbs. cold water. I at a time until
Recently when asked how I
dough just holds together.
can come up with so many diffeDivide dough in half, shape
rent recipes. I replied that I had
into a ball, roll out one half
e
each
an embarrassingly large recip
to a round 12 inch circle. Transcollection. This seemed funny at
fer to 9 inch pie plate and fit into
the time, but on reflection, 1 must
plate, spoon meat filling into pie
admit it to be undeniably true.
shell, trim pastry to 1 inch
As I have previously menhang.
over
maga
uoned, 1 clip recipes from
remaining dough into a 10
Roll
or
ures.
broch
rs,
zines, newspape
I
where ever they may be found.
have file folders, shoe boxes.
notebooks full of clipped recipes
s.
as well as piles of magazine
the
for
ing
dog-eared wait
scissors.
Not just any recipe will catch
my eye. Some recipes that I have
found and made numerous times
ly
are such favorites that I mere
of
Some
e.
recip
ar
simil
a
pass by
the recipes 1 have discovered or
developed are pretty dern good,
and I'd rather spend my time trying something new and different.
I make it a practice to not try
anything new on 'company'. I've
found that this usually ends up in
disaster some way or another.
For instance, I have made a
very good hot cheese and chilies
recipe for several years (Chile
Flav-O-Rich
Con Queso). I decided to use a
shred
for
d
calle
that
e
new recip
ded sharp cheddar cheese instead
of Amencan or cheese spread,
wondering all the while how the
1'2 Gal. Plastic Bottle
cheese would melt and incorpoFM/0%0i
rate into the spread. Usually
cheddar just strings, and becomes
3 greasy MSS.
Well, I Was right, the gloppy,
greasy, stringy and most definitely unappetizing mess I ended up
with was like no Chile Con Quesco you'd ever seen. Luckily, help
was at hand, and a volunteer
Reg. $1.39
quickly ran to the market for
All Flavors Charles
some good old American cheese
which I frantically used in my.
good old standby recipe.
These days, the recipe that will
catch my eye is one for something unusual and different. I
pass right by the recipes for
Peach Cobbler, French Apple Pie
or Meatballs, as I know that the
ones I have are already great. But
Baked Pasta with Four Cheese,
Turkey Schnitzel and South
Cherry Clafouti will immediately
Prairie Farms
get noticed.
Here are a couple of samples
from my ever growing recipe collection that you may want to add
to your own recipe repertoire.
• • • •
Beef Curry Pie
1 lb. lean, boneless beef chuck.
Gallon
cut into 1/2 inch cubes
2 med. carrots, diced
ket
Buc
1 med. onion, diced. 1 garlic
clove, minced
4-6 T. olive oil
2 T. curry powder
1 beef flavored bouillon cube
or envelope
Salt to taste
1 T. cornstarch
1 - 10 oz. pkg. frozen peas
2 c. flour
I/2 c. chopped parsley
3/4 c. shortening
Over medium heat, saute meat
and garlic in 2 T. olive oil until
well browned, stir in curry powder and cook 1 minute more.
Remove meat with slotted spoon,
set aside. Add 1 T. olive oil and
saute onions and carrots until
browned, add meat, bouillon, salt
and 1 1/4 c. water. Heat to boiling, reduce heat to low, cover and
simmer 30 minutes, stir
occasionally.
Mix cornstarch with 1/4 c.
water until blended. Gradually
add cornstarch mix to meat, stirring until smooth, add frozen
•
peas and heat until boiling and
Chiquita Premium
slightly thickened. Boil 1 minute,
then remove from heat.
Mix together flour, parsley and
1 tsp. salt. With pastry blended,
cut shortening into flour mix
until coarse crumbs. Stir in 5-6

MIAMI INDIAN
O
G
N
I
B
ield
Mayf
ay
715 E. Broadw
Evary Saturday & Monday
7:00 P.M.
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

To report local news. call 753-1916

Bel-Air
Center, Murray
Open 7-11 Daily

2% Milk

Kleenex

Mac. & Cheese

Bathroom Tissue

8.7 oz. Bonus Size

4 Roll Pkg.

WITH ONE FILLED S

Potato Chips,

ce Cream

Pep

Caffelnat
Dr. P

Thin Cut Breakfast

Bonus Pack Country Style

Pork Chops

Ribs or Backbone

S

169

29
Lb.

Lb.

Loin

Cabbage

c
19

Bananas

Hall baby is
born Aug. 16

Sunkist Pink

Grapefruit

Danielle Briana Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry D. Hall of
Rt. I. Kirksey, are the parents of
a daughter, Danielle Briana Hall,
born on Sunday, Aug. 16, at
12:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The baby
weighed five pounds 11 ounces
and measured 20 inches. The
mother is the former Tammy
Louise Bowden. Grandparents are
Joe and Carroll Bowden of Kirksey and Ruby Story and Pual Hall
of Jonesboro, Ark. Her aunts and
uncles are Tony and Wendy
Bowden, Westley Bowden and
Randy and Kathy Canter.

Lb.
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Three bedroom, 2 bath
home with formal living
and dining rooms, plus
den. Many recent improvements. Priced in
the 80's.

Kopperud Realty

, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
PETS OF THE WEEK-These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter
a spayed female Golden Retriever mix; "Stache," a
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Lady,"
ns," a male Red Carin Terrier mix. Animals who
t
and
mix;
Terrier
"Butto
hua/Ra
female black/white kitten; "Pumpkin," a female Chihua
p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15
4:45
to
1
to
the
are
,
open
public,
shelter
the
of
Hours
yed.
do not find homes must be destro
a
is member of United Way of Murray and Calloway
p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society
41.
County. For information call 759-41

753-1222

711 Main St.

MURRAY TODAY

Hospit• al lists
newborns and
the dismissals

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday.
Aug. 23, have been released as
follows:

Prices Good
Wed., Aug. 26
•Thru
Tues., Sept. 1st

Newborn admission
Mason baby girl, mother, Jennifer
Crabtree, Rt. 1, Box 656-C, Hardin.

*We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.

Dismissals

Erskin Estes, Rt. 4, Box 235, Benton; Frank J. Enoch, Rt. 4, Box 175,
Murray; Mrs. Eva M. Morris, 1510
Canterbury, Murray;
Max Middleton, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sadie Carson, Rt. 1, Kirksey; David Dunnaway, Rt. 6, Box 182,
Murray;
James D. Hargrove, Rt. 1, Box 104,
Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.; Ross McMillan Scott, 2719 Unmar Ave., Nashville,
Tenn.;
Miss Dawn R. Rowland and baby
boy, Rt. 6, Box 88-A, Murray.

Pride of Illinois
Chicken of The Sea
Chunk In Oil or Water

Tropicana Frozen

Parkay

rgarine

Orange Juice

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Aug. 24, have been released as
follows:

6,/2 oz. Can

12 oz. Can

Lb. Qtrs.

Corn, Peas, or
Cut Green Beans
17 Oz.
Can

Newborn admissions
Dowdy baby boy, parents, Valerie
and Keith, At 5. Box 1252, Murray;
Keen baby boy, parents, Rebecca
and Stephen, At. 8, Box .620, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Jo Price, At. 10, Box 723,
Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton; Mrs
Clara Fitts, 509 North Fifth St., Murray;
Miss Mabel Loving, 706 Wood St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Anna Bortulin, Rt. 2,
Box 204, Hazel;
Gerald Waldrop, 1624 Olive St.,
Murray; Harold Sheppard, Rt. 3, Box
379, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Lou Walker, At. 6, Box
262A, Murray; Mrs. Eva Bogard, 2200
Edinborough, Murray;
Tyler Amos, At. 1, Box 28, Dexter;
Mrs. Lisa Gaye Crass and baby girl.
Rt. 2, Box 145F, Murray.

Farm Fresh
Grade 'A' Medium

ART SHOPPER CARD

Summit

SERVICE NOTES

Paper Towels

Showboat
Bonus Pack Center Cut
AIRMAN BRIAN T. CROSNO recently graduated from basic training as well as the Air
Force Security Police Academy
at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas.
Crosno is currently completing
his Air Base Ground Defense
Training at Fort Dix, NJ. He will
be permanently stationed at
Grand Forks Air Force Base,
North Dakota.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Crosno of Paris, Tenn.
His wife, the former Michelle
Spann, is the daughter of Ms.
Ann Spann and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spann, all of Murray.

Field

Bologna

in

Delicious Garlic

French Bread

$129

Special Blend

Ilams Hot or Mild

Creme Cake

Ea.

$179

Baked Beans

$299

Armour

Iced Cinnamon

NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
CHARLES E. MIX, son of Lorraine F. Mix of Rt. 3, Mayfield,
recently completed basic training
at Recruit Training Command,
Great Lakes, Ill.
During the cycle. Mix was
taught general military subjects
designed to prepare him for further academic and on-the-job training in one of the Navy's 85 occupational fields. His studies
included seamanship, close-order
drill, naval history and first aid.
Mix, a 1990 graduate of
Graves County High School,
joined the Navy in April 1992.

Pepper Cheese

$149
Lb. U

Bryan Cajun

Roast Beef

Lb.

SGT. KERWYN M. WALSTON has re-enlisted in the
United States Air Force for four
years.
He is an artillery fire-support
specialist at -the Grapevine Army
Recruiting Station, Texas.
Walston is the son of Evel R.
and Laura E. Walston of Rt. 1.
Benton.
His wife, Lisa, is the daughter
of Ruffas E. Turnham of Denton.
Texas. and Sheirlian E. Sissney
of Gainesville. rTexas.
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i
CALEND
(Coord from pageP
Thursday, Aug. 27

Wednesday, Aug. 26
Administrative Board/7
p.m./South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.

Fall semester at Murray State
University begins. Registration/8
a.m.-4 p.m./third floor, CUrriS
Center. Evening registration/5-7
p.m./Curris Center ballroom.

National Scouting Museum/
AA and Al-Anon closed
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center. Benton.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Murray
Kiwanis Club/6
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
p.m.:
Library open/6:l5
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; prayer meet- Murray Rotary
Club/I2 noon/
ing with report from Idaho Mis- Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Sanctuary
p.m.;
sion Team/6:45
Choir/7:45 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/
prayer meeting, RAs and First United Methodist Church
GAs/7:30 p.m.
events include Adult Exercise/5

Pictured at the 50th annkersary brunch of Zeta Department of
Murray 1koman's Club were, from left, Mayme Nell Staudacher,
Edwina Garrison. Bonnie Jones, Ella Mae Quertermous, Frances
thitarazzo and Barbara Aiken.
••••
to

Zetas have celebration
The Zeta Department of the Club (NROTC); entertained VetMurray Woman's Club celebrated erans' wives on Murray State
its 50th anniversary as a depart- campus; and rolled bandages for
ment on the exact date. Ma.v 28, hospital.
In 1947, the Zeta members
1992, 50 years after that first
school supplies for
contributed
meeting.
Twenty-six members organized overseas relief. Members also
the department of the Murray contributed to Community Hospiclub. Charter members still active tal Fund and served at club
house for Civic Club meals.
in the club are Neva Grey Al'britFrom 1950 to 1960, the memten and Mary Frances Bell.
Early activities pertaining to bers helped to make house-tothe World War 11 effort were as house canvasses for Red Cross,
Cancer Fund, United Fund,
follows:
March of Dimes and any other
Entertained soldiers from
Camp Tyson at Paris, Tenn.; vol- drives.
Activities sponsored by the
unteered for Canteen Corps;
filled Red Cross kit-bags for ser- department include benefit card
vicemen; helped entertain Cadet party. one of the first horse
shows here, address by Mrs.
Mark Ethridge. writer, Mental
Health Program an 1960s and
1970s. and Charity Ball making
$1800 with all proceeds going to
Mental Health Program.
The department meets each
fourth Thursday during the
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
months of September to May.
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
Present officers are Lula Belle
YEAR.
Early
ONE
surrender
Hodges, Bonnie Jones, Marjorie
charges apply.
Dunn and DeIma Trotter.
($5,000 minimum)

p.m.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committc at
Pagliai's/noon; Chancel Choir/7
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Nicky 1. Knight

"Train the Trainer" workshop/
3:30-8:30 p.m./Room 254 of Collins Center for Industry and
Technology, Murray State University. Info/762-3392.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Thursday, Aug. 27
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Land Between the I.akes' events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Earth,
The Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitor Center; Deer Up
Close/10 a.m., Eagles Up Close/2
p.m., Red Wolves and Coyotes/3
p.m./Nature Center.

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi/6:30 p.m./Mr. Gatti's.

WASTE
IrmaD

'Hazel Day' being planned

4-;

The "Hazel Day" committee
members are finalizing plans for
the third annual Hazel Day
Celebration in Hazel on the first
Saturday in October, making the
1992 Celebration fall on Oct. 3.
This festive occasion is
designed to display community
spirit and to foster the relationships between community, business and the public they serve.
The event will be sponsored by
residents and merchants of Hazel.
Included in this year's activities are live music, antique shopping, an old fashioned cake walk,
basketball toss, dunking machine,
arts and craft displays and a flea
market, free horse and buggy

753-4703

eiv-**.-ts4.44.%Ze#4/z

144,4,44. ,

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

rides, classic ar show, a display
of pictures and memorabilia for
Hazel, food concessions and a
fundraising auction featuring
items donated by the Hazel Antique stores.
Anyone interested in participating with craft displays, flea
market of food concessions, contact Jo McKinley. There is a
small fee to set up a booth.
Persons interested in participating in the Classic Car Show
should contact Dan Farris. Prizes
will be awarded in four classes.
For more information about
"Hazel Day," contact Farris,
McKinley or any of the antique
stores in Hazel.

Quilts now at Wrather Museum
The Wrather West Kentucky
Museum on campus of Murray
State University is hosting a quilt
show.
The Quilt Lovers of Murray
and Mrs. Carolyn Halford, president of the club, has joined with
personnel from Wrather Museum
to collect quilts from Murray and
Calloway County and to prepare
them for showing.
In addition to new quilts in
bright colors and modern patterns, there are several antique

QUILT SPECIALS

quilts of ageless beauty which
reflect the skills and lifestyles of
West Kentucky's best quilters.
"Murray-Calloway County
Quilts" will be on exhibit through
December 1992.
The museum is open to the
public at no charge. Hours are
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday. The museum is
closed Sundays and University
holidays.

Our new Hallmark boxed
cards have just arrived!

Domestic
$1 00
38" Wide
:111)1114

Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/6:45 p.m./Cheri Theatre.
Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Overeaters Anonymous
meetings/beginners at 5:15
p.m./regular at 5:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.

EARN
6.50%

I

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans/7 p.m./American
Legion Building.

Memorial Baptist Church
events include Prayer servicer7
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Henry-Knight wedding
vows are said at church

Rag. $1.29

Young N Hearts of Glendale
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Bible Clubs and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.

Leigh A. Henry and Nicky J. Knight were married Friday, May 22,
at Memonal Baptist. Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple .are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Henry and Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Knight, all of Murray.
The Rev. Scott Bivins officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music was by Mrs. Judy Henry. organist and soloist, and Dr. Bobby
Malone, soloist.
The bride, escorted by her father, chose a gown of white satin with
re-embroidered silk lace.
The gown featured a wedding band collar of white illusion. The
fitted basque bodice was adorned with lace, pearls, and iridescent
sequins. The key-hole back opening was accented by strands of pearls.
A lace edged butterfly peplum and large bow complimented the back
waist of the straight sheath.
FARM
Long pointed sleeves were enhanced with a see-through effect
BUREAU
accented by rows of pearls. A detachable cathedral train was highlighted by an open lace motif and deep lace edges.
INSURANCE
Her short veil of illusion was attached to a tiara of pearls and
sequins, worn by her mother at her wedding. She carried a cascading
Same Rate Available On
bouquet of spring flowers accented with ivy and grass foliage.
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Takina Bomar was maid of honor and Lisa Capo was bridesmaid.
Hated: A+ (SUPERIOR)
They wore mauve satin floor length sheath gowns withn the offshoulder bodices accented by a band of white satin bows. Each one
carried an arm bouquet of white lilies accented with ivy and grass
ONLY YOu C.AN PREVENT FOREST ARA, foliage.
Jack Kendall was best man and Terry Butler of Nashville. Tenn.,
was groomsman.
Ushers were Andy Henry, Evansville, Ind., and Chris Henry,
bothers of the bride.
The groom and attendants were attired in charcoal tuxedoes
accented by black cummerbunds and ties.
Guests were greeted by Wendy Cunningham of Murray and Susan
Hawkins of Evansville, Ind.
Where the price and service
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
fe
The three-tiered fountain wedding cake and the groom's cake were
makes the pill easier to swallow."
special gift and made by the bride's cousin, Mrs. Marilyn Walker.
Circulating hostesses were Pat Britt, Peggy Cain, Debi Henry,
Marsha McClure, Mary Ann McCuiston and Dot Rowland.
The wedding and reception were directed by Vickie Geurin.
After a wedding trip to Orlando and Daytona Beach, Fla., Mr. and
753-4175
Whttnell
at
Gienclate
Mrs. Knight are residing in Murray.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
The rehearsal dinner at Seafood Express was hosted by the parents
of the groom.
Bridal events included the following:
A tea shower at the Bank of Murray with Pat Britt, Peggy Cain,
Sandra Carman, Lyndia Cochran, Mary Ann McCuiston and Dot Rowland as hostesses:
A tea at First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall hosted by Karen Belcher, Evelyn Chilcutt, Gela Edwards, Marsha McClure and Marilyn
Walker;
A personal shower at Peoples Bank hosted by Donna Cates, Janeane
Coleman, Liz Darnall and Ann Jewel.

Bob Cornelison

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. lnfo/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
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Colors

NEUS_
1992 JCPanney Comparno lex

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-9;
Thursday & Friday 94;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 75)-9811

When You Purchase Any
Boxed Christmas Cards

100% Poly $388
81x96
Pk g
Size

Quilting Frame

Quilting Supplies
•Books 'Pens

ightsdjust
Disasembles
For Storer
.'179.00

•Templates

JCPenn
*sing Saloney

FREE IMPRINTING

Quilt Batt

90" Muslin

Hurry In While Selections
Are Good!

$1 0'309

Offer Ends Oct. 1, 1992
Whet/ vou care enough to

±:42124tuank,

send the yeti. hest

Murray Sewing Center

KEADMOR.E

Bol-Alr Center • Murray, KY
• morns* o• Int Savo. Comply,

753-5323

BOOK-S-CARD via*
Chestnut Hills - Murray
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Agents try to win
fugitive's surrender

New Faculty

NAPLES, Idaho (AP) — Fed- federal authorities conducting
surveilance at the cabin 40 miles
eral agents who have surrounded
the mountaintop cabin of a white south of the Canadian border.
Weaver's wife, Vicki, and their
supremacist and his family have
asked his friends and relatives to three surviving children apparenthelp talk the fugitive into ly remain in the cabin with
Welver and Harris. Harris is
surrendering.
charged with first-degree murder
Tape recordings of relatives
in Dcgan's death.
and friends of Randy Weaver
An autopsy showed Samuel
have been played through speakWeaver was shot twice, once in
ers set up outside his home, said
the right arm and once in the torGene Glenn, FBI special-agentin-charge. No one has responded, so, U.S. Marshal Mike Johnson
said Tuesday night. The boy died
he said.
instantly. His body was taken to a
e
conferenc
news
a
told
Glenn
Tuesday night that authorities shed on the Weaver property,
where federal agents found it
also were trying to contact BarbaSunday night.
ra Pierce, the mother of 24-yearJohnson said the boy apparentold Kevin Harris, who is charged
sustained the wounds in the
ly
a
of
death
shooting
in Friday's
initial gun battle that killed
U.S. marshal. Authorities say
Harris, a friend of the Weavers, Dcgan. Johnson would not comment on whose bullets killed the
remains in the cabin.
boy.
Glenn said he hoped Mrs. PierGlenn also denied reports that
ce would agree to speak to her
shots were fired from a helicopter
son through a bullhorn and ask
and tear gas was dropped during
him to give himself up.
a shooting exchange Saturday
spent
has
who
Pierce,
Mrs.
night.
hours at the roadblock leading to
He added, however, that
the Weaver cabin, called her own
"there was a possibility" Harris
news conference earlier in the
was shot during that exchange.
day and demanded information
can't say that he wasn't hit."
"I
on her son.
Town residents and protesters
She later talked to federal
have been kept outside a barriagents but declined to say if she
KING-TV
three miles from Weaver's
cade
message,
a
taped
had
home.
reported.
On Tuesday, five two-Nazi
Authorities scrambled Tuesday
had
Harris
ds" were arrested near
that
"skinhea
rumors
quell
to
the barricade, Glenn said. They
been killed.
were spotted on a side road that
"The last information we have
leads up a mountain overlooking
concerning Kevin Harris is that
the operation's base camp.
he is in the residence. We have
other
is
he
Glenn said numerous weapons
no reason to believe
were found and said he expected
than alive and well," Glenn told
reporters.
that weapons charged would he
At least 100 government agents filed.
were in place within a stone's
Authorities have said Weaver,
throw of the Weaver cabin.
an avowed racist, has ties to the
Weaver, 44, and his family
Aryan Nations, a white supremahave been at the log home since cist group based in northern
February 1991, when he failed to Idaho.
appear for trial on federal weapons charges. He was accused of
selling sawed-off shotguns to an
undercover agent.
U.S. Marshal William F.
Degan and 13-year-old Samuel
We deliver small miracles
Weaver were killed Friday in a
and
Weaver
between
shootout

1

adallic Sedan Deville

1

19,86358
Brougham CALL

28,000 miles

1992 Cadallic
8,500 miles
1990 Mercury Sable GS

'8,988"

Loaded, 36,000 miles

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
1990 Ford Taurus
Dr. Ronald Kurth, left, president of Murray State University, and
his wife, Charlene, center, hosted a reception at Oakhurst Friday
for new MSU faculty and professional staff. Pictured with the
president and first lady are Richard Dougherty, second from
right, new chairman of the Department of Art, and Dr. Marcia
Hobbs, new chairman of the Department of Nursing. Also Pklured with Dr. James Booth, second from right, provost and vice
president for acadmeic and student affairs.

S.

8,84775

1 Owner

7,9964

1 Owner, New Car Trade

1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville

16,896"

39,000 miles

1989 Ford Escort LX Coupe
$4,264
"

5 Speed

1989 Chevrolet Cavalier Coupe

-I REVIVAL ` 1

Automatic

$4,9264

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Brougham
1988 Dodge Diplomat

'8,8634
'4,968n

62,000 miles

Hazel Baptist Church

1987 Oldsmobile Cierra

August 23-28

$4,4684

Full power, 1 owner

2
1987 Dodge Daytona Sports Coupe $3,79.
5 speed

1990 Dodge D150 LE

'8,99863

V-6 overdrive transmission

1989 Chevrolet Suburban

13,64913

39,000 miles

1988 GMC C1500 4x4

Evangelist - Duane Holland

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Services
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

Sunday
Weekdays

8,2884.8

New truck trade

Music Director - Gene Orr Miller
Special Music Each Night

March of Dimes

ay
'or
a
rig
ti-
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Everyone Welcome

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy.79S • Paris, TN Boicksfrcose
642-3900 • 1-800•325•3229
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Since birth, Kenneth Campbell has been unable to function
like everyone else. Born with a small bladder, his body was not
capable of normal urinary processes. Then Dr. Stuart Brodsky
and Dr. Michael McBee performed a reconstructive augmentation
to increase the size ofKen's bladder by utilizing part ofhis colon.
"Even though it was a difficult decision to have this kind
ofexperimental surgery, I really had no reservation about having
it done at Community," Ken remembers."I had complete faith
in my physicians and the hospital. I think there's a certain
sense ofsecurity when you know you're being cared for
by people you know."
This innovative procedure was the
fiat ofits kind in this area and was'performed
at Community Hospital in Mayfield.
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

25 Years of Service

At Thurman's Furniture
Final Week
Come in while selections
are still good!
Monday-Saturday
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Lazy Boy Sofa & Love Seat,
Transitional Style, Brown,
Beige & Burgundy Plaid
Reg. $1,799.95
Cover
1 Queen Size Traditional Style
Beige, Blue & Mauve Tweed
Cover, Innerspring
Reg. $749.95
Mattress
4 Pc. Solid Oak By Cochrane,
Triple Dresser. Tri-Vue Mirror,
Large Chest, Poster Bed. Nite
Reg, $3.975
Stand

V

Now
$750

Now
$400
NOW

$1,995

No Payment
No Interest
Till February
1993
With Approved Credit • $400 Minimum

NOW

3 Love Seats, Assorted Styles
& Covers, Values to $899.95
Your Choice

$250

1 Twin Size Sofa Sleeper,
Beige on Beige Stripe Cover, NOW
Innerspring
Reg. $599.95
Mattress

$375

3 Pc. Cherry Triple Dresser, NOW
Mirror, Large Chest, Poster MO:
0
Headboard
Reg. $1,299.95 fl

$79995

3 Pc. Reclining Sectional Sofa
NOW
By Lane, Traditional Style,
Blue Dot
Reg. $2.195.00 vlQwiv
Cover

NOW
1 Queen Size Brass Bed With CIC0
Foot
Reg. $799.99 9°4

I Lazy Boy Recliner, Blue
Nylon Velvet Cover, Pillow
Back. Discontinued
Reg. $569.00
Cover.

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Chip- NOW
pendale Style Lodge Look
Reg. $1,699.95
Cover

NOW

$275

$800

Lazy Boy & Lane

Recliners

Fourteen Murray State University faculty members were honored for 25 years of service to the university during a convocation Thursday marking the beginning of the fall semester. Among those
honored were, seated from left, Dr. Jerome Hainsworth, Dr. Louis Beyer, Dr. Robert Etherton, Dr.
Don Duncan, Dr. Thomas Miller; standing from left, Dean Gary Boggess, Dr. William Maddox,
Dean John Thompson, Roy Helton, Dr. Wallace Swan and Den Story. Not pictured are Dr. Marian
Fuller, Dr. John Adams and Dr. Gary Haws.

Grand Jury indicts minister
for attempted murder of wife
DALLAS (AP) — A grand
jury has indicted a former minister in the attempted slaying of his
wife who was choked and left for
dead five years ago.
Walker Bailey, 45, was being
held today in California on an
attempted murder charge.
He was arrested Tuesday at
Immanuel Presbyterian Church in
Los Angeles, where he had been
church administrator for about a
year.
Bailey, who authorities have
long said was the prime suspect
in the 1987 attack, was denied
bond and ordered to appear at an
extradition hearing today.
Assistant District AtThificy
Cecil Emerson said the decision
to seek the indictment came after

a re-evaluation of evidence with
the help of the FBI.
"There's no new evidence,"
Emerson said. "And quite frankly, I'm not so sure there ever will
be any new dramatic evidence
that will prevail other than what
we have."
Bailey's attorney, Doug Mulder, accused police of converting
the case into "a circus." He said
Bailey would return willingly to
Dallas to face the charges.
"All they had to do was call
me, and I would have surrendered
him. He camc, in to testify before
a grand jury. He's not running
from anybody," Mulder said.
At the time of the 1987 attack,
Bailey was senior pastor at First

Stop Smoking.

Large Selection
Reduced For
This Sale

American Heart
Association

Each

1 Contemporary Style Sofa
Sleeper, Bun Feet, Reg. Size, Now
Innerspring Mattress, Blue &
Beige Stripe
Reg. $899.95
Cover

Cherry High Boy By LexingNOW
ton, 12 Drawers, Beveled
Glass in Top Floor,
Reg. $1,872
Sample

3 Pc. Oak Traditional Style,
NOW
Triple Dresser, Large Mirror,
Chest, Poster Bed
Reg. $1,399.95
with Foot

Traditional Style Sofa By Hickory Hill, Teal, Mauve &
Burgundy Plaid
Reg. $899.95
Cover

1 Hutch & Buffet, Antique NOW
White with Natural Wood Top
on Buffet
Reg. $799.95

2 Genuine Leather Chairs &
Ottoman, 1 Teal,
I Burgundy Reg. $1,499.50

NOW

$750
$750

1 Reg. Size Sofa Sleeper with
Innerspring Mattress, Mini
PrInt Cover, Mauve
Reg. $899.95
& Green
Oak Boy Room Group, Dresser's, Desk, Chest, Bookcase,
Beds, Nite Stands

NOW

$450

Now
$500
ALL

1/2
PRICE

Solid Cherry Secretary Desk, NOW
Glass Door With Light, Queen
Reg. $1,175
Anne Style

$600

Lee's Carpet
Short Rolls
Up To 40 ft. Length

$500

$199.95
$350

1 Lane Reclining Love Seat,
Pillow Back, Burgundy & NOW
Green Stripe
Cover
Reg. $1,099.95

$500

1 Camel Back Sofa By Lazy
Boy With Skirt,
Reg. $1,195.95
Burgundy
1 Sofa By Hickory Hill Attached Back With Arm Cover,
Tapestry Cover With Burgundy, Hunter Green
Reg. $1,195.95
& Blue

NOW

$500
NOW

$500

All Solid Oak
Keller
Dining Rooms

Save

1I3
50 to 60%

Off

In Stock
Only!

Good Selection

All Items Subject
T.; Prior Sale

Thurman's
.210 Ni,i,n
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United Methodist Church and a
prominent figure in Dallas civic
circles. He left the ministry and
Dallas a short time later.
Peggy Bailey, 43, survived the
attack but never came out of a
coma-like vegetative state.
Walker told authorities in April
1987 he returned to his house and
found his wife on the garage
floor.
He came under suspicion after
attempting suicide not long after
the attack. It was learned that he
was romantically involved with
another woman.
In July 1987, he refused to
answer 43 questions by a grand
jury, citing constitutional guarantees against incriminating
oneself.
Mrs. Bailey's parents in 1988
filed a civil lawsuit accusing
Bailey of a malicious attempt to
strangle his wife. Bailey never
responded, and the judge ordered
him to pay an $18 million
judgment.
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The 12th Annual Industry Appreciation Dinner, sponsored by the
Purchase Area Development Disand Brett Harris, Livonia, Mich.; trict Rural Economic Development
two sisters, Mrs. Carol Moore Council, area Chambers of Comand husband, Ralph, and Mrs. merce, and local Economic DeveJanice Liggiho and husband, lopment Corporations, will be held
Mark, Livonia. Mich.; one Thursday,September 3, 1992 at the
brother, J.W. Peeler, Rt. 1, Almo; Executive Inn, Paducah. A reception will begin at 5:30 p.m., with
five grandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Thurs- dinner following at 7:00 p.m.
The featured industry for this
day at 3:30 p.m. at Tucker
dinner will be Ryan Milk
year's
Kirksey.
at
Cemetery
Murray. Established in
Company,
Friends may call from 6 to 9
the
company
manufactures
1929,
at
)
p.m. tonight (Wednesday
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. specialty dairy products. The keynwill be given by Howard
The family requests that ote address
CEO
and Board Chairman of
Dean,
the
take
expressions of sympathy
the company that acDean
Foods,
form of donations to American
Milk Company in
Ryan
quired
Lung Association or American
1986.
Cancer Society.
Each year, the Industry Dinner
recognizes over 130 industries
within the region for their commit-

Rex G. Harris

Services for Luck Burt are
Rex G. Harris, 57, died today
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
at 2 a.m. at his home on Rt. 2,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Murray.
The. Rev. Buron Richerson and
An iron worker, he was an
the Rev. John Sheppard are offiArmy veteran of the Korean Conciating. Mrs. Oneida White is
flict and a member of the Church
organist and soloist.
of Christ.
Active pallbearers are James
Born Aug. 30, 1934, in CalloFain, Max Rogers, Dan Miller, way County, he was the son of
Bill Bun, Steve Fowler and Bill the late Thomas Edison Harris
Quigley.
and Trecia Collins McIntyre. one
Honorary pallbearers are mem- brother, Billy Gene Harris, also
bers of his Sunday School Class preceded him in death.
at Salem Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Burial will follow in Salem
Mrs. JoAnn Lawrence Harris;
Cemetery at Lynn Grove with
four sons, Ronald Harris and
Barkley Jones having prayer.
Russell Harris, San Diego, Calif.,
Mr. Bun,85, Lynn Grove, died
Kurt Harris, Tiptonville, Ohio,
Monday at 10:10 a.m. at Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
His wife, Mrs. Evon Rogers Burt,
died Jan. 16, 1987.
The funeral for Mrs. Zera
Survivors include two sons,
Jane Jones will be Friday
Emma
Thomas Rondall Burt and wife,
in the chapel of
p.m.
2
at
Calvert
Carolyn McNeely Burt,
Home.
City, and Roger Burt and wife, Blalock-Coleman Funeral
the
Rev.
and
Orr
Glynn
The
Rev.
Carolyn Hughes Burt, Madisonwill
officiate.
Culpepper
Norman
Daphne
,
grandchildren
ville; four
Burial will follow in Murray
Quigley, Marsha Burt, Bill Burt
City
Cemetery.
greatsix
and Lory Rene Fowler;
Friends may call at the funeral
grandchildren; two stepgreathome after 4 p.m. today
grandchildren.
(Thursday).
Mrs. Jones, 86, of 907 Pogue
Ave., Murray, died Tuesday at
7:35 a.m. at West View Nursing

Mrs. Zera Emma Jane Jones

Home, Murray. Her husband, N.
Madison Jones, died Jan. 6, 1986.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Bera Wells, two brothers,
Rudell Parks and wife, Isabel,
and Purdom Parks and wife,
Edna, all of Murray; two sistersin-law, Mrs. Lavenia Jones Ramsey, Murray, and Mrs. Ruth
Parks, Louisville; a brother-inlaw, Raymond Outland, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; 11 nieces and
nephews; several great-nieces and
great-nephews.

Kenneth Ray
Turner

Services for Kenneth Ray Turner are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Cletus Bowman is officiating.
Burial will follow in Fliett
Cemetery.
Mr. Turner, 52, Rt. 1, Dexter,
died Monday at 12:30 p.m. at
Reed Road, Rt. 4, Benton.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Irene Newton Turner; two
sons, Tony Ray Turner and
Timothy Nathan Turner, Dexter;
his mother, Mrs. Mathel Turner,
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Virginia Nell Smith, Rochester, Mrs.
Laura Louise Stevenson, Calvert
City, and Mrs. Inez May Haynes,
Milan, Tenn.; two brothers, Willie J. Lofton Sr., Calvert City,
and Thomas Neal Turner, Louisville; several nieces and nephews.
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Stock Market
Report

:•4

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
1992 Geo
Storm

10,900

HIWARD
LYONS

GM Program Vehicle, 14,000 miles, automatic, A/C, AM/FM
radio.
Hwy. 641 South, Murray

la NOM, VA. Wm. hr. • bake MU utI WI

COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • CQUPON

$20

Off
Any New
PSE Bow
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11 11 MIN SIM 11

Benson Sporting
Goods
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—Financing Avaflable90 Days Sams As Cash

519 So. 12th St.
Hwy. 641 South - Murray, Ky.
Mon -Sit. o-o sun. 12-4
753-1342
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'This Area's Largest Selection of Archery Equipment"

Hwy. 641 North — Murray, Ky.
502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551
Dolly Pollen I Mold Count — (SOO) 71/1-4AIR

••

P
0 I

COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON

For
Pediatric and Adult Patients

• .'•'•

0

Offer Good Thurs.. Aug. 27 Only from 4-8 p.m. With This Coupon!

-SKIN ALLERGIES
-FOOD ALLERGIES
-INSECT ALLERGIES

••

I

'Bows to fit anyone ages 8 and up
*Many PSE Bows on sale!
'Come by and shoot one of the new PSE - Carroll Intruder or Marauder Bows.
11 mil moo
1.
11 0.
am elm am am Imo mml.

Diagnosis And Treatment Of:

'

.

•

Want To Help You!

1.e.- -•••I•
,-4.', 4, 44 •

753-2617

PSE Regional Manager and Archery Expert
Don Castrup will be here
Thursday, August 27th 4-8 p.m.
Discussing hunting techniques, use of scents, P.S.E. new product
line and bow tuning and set-up.

And His Staff

•

-21
1Parts

BOWHUNTERS

Richard H. Stout, MD

•••

753-146

109 S. 4th St.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

ALLERGY G ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY

-ASTHMA
-SINUSITIS
-HAYFEVER

Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

#30804

Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

HOLLAND DRUGS

"Hilliard Lyons Is a wilco maker In this mock.

On

763-4451
407 Maple St.

Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
ritce
•Computerized Records r4F-3c
Jurhorf
„
_comity
Service
Claims
*Medical
*PCS • Medimet
•BC-BS • Paid State Aid
*Health & Beauty Items

•15%

Wal-Mart.......................5734 + 14

Compare My Rates
Also *Life Insurance *Nursing Home

At All Local Minit Marts

LG&E
McDonalds...---4134 + 1/1
J.C. Penney.------671/e + 1h
Peoples FIrst*.—........32B 3234A
Quaker Oats....................60 +
6014 • 14
Schering-Plough
Sears .....-......-------4114 - 1/.
64'4 • 34
TexacoTime Warner.....----i0314 +

Hickory Ridge, Milford, Mich.
48480.
Mr. Cathey, 19, Milford,
Mich., died Friday evening there.
Survivors include his parents,
Donald and Lorna Weyland
Cathey, and one sister, Angela
Lynn Cathey, Milford; his grandparents, Rudy and Elma Weyland, Wixom, Mich., and Thomas •
and Jane Cathey, Murray; one
nephew, Barry Weyland, Commerce Twp., Mich.; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.

an
McNutt, AM

Let us pump your gas and wash your windows
for a donation to
BUCKHORN CHILD ABUSE CENTER.

Fisher Price.------..231/e + 14
Ford Motor.._.______401/2 +
.General Electrk .........--74 unc
General Motors ..33'/s +
Goodrich_.-.-.---.......403/1 + 1/2
" Goodyear-.-------6234 - 14
- 14
:5 I B
Ingersoll Rand —......-29/2 + 14
+
- K U Energy.-.—.-....... 271/2 • 14

Bradley Cathey

The family requests that
memorials be made to West
Highland Baptist Church, 1116 S.

Friday, August 28, 1992
2 p.m.-5 p.m.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....—...-331
DJIA Previous Close—.-3232.22
Air Products..._....--4034 +
42% • 1/e
AT
Bell South ....-.—.-.—.-541/4 3/5
Briggs & Stratton...—.. 421/4 • 1/4
Chrysier.......-.--.---..1934 + 14
4 Dean Foods—._.___._2714 • 14

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mildred Inez Ealey Johnson,
to whom he was married on Feb.
7, 1948; one daughter, Mrs. Lela
J. Goolsby, Birmingham, Ala.;
his mother, Mrs. Vera Mabel
Willoughby Johnson, Paris,
Tenn.; two brothers, Charles
David Johnson, Paris, and Wallace E. Johnson, Springville; one
grandchild, Edward L. Goolsby.

Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of local
arrangements, but no visitation
will be scheduled here.

BUCKHORN DAY

•cr•

ville, Tenn., died Saturday at
2:41 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Graveside rites for Bradley
Cathey will be Thursday at 1
p.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery in
Calloway County. The Rev. Jim
Simmons and the Rev. Ercel Carter will officiate.

Florida inmates moved

Chg

'Price

Company

William Ivan Johnson
Final rites for William Ivan
Johnson were Monday at 10 a.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Randy
Stephens officiated with song service by singers from Sulphur
Well Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Larry Wimberley, Johnnie Johnson, Mike
Barnhill, Barney Valentine, Doug
Eshelman and Bob Anderson.
Burial was in Sulphur Well
Church of Christ Cemetery at
Springville, Tenn.
Mr. Johnson, 67, Rt. 1, Spring-

ment to economic growth of the FULTON - Kay Martin, Fulton/
South Fulton Economic Developregion.
ment Corporation, 472-2961;
Industries that will be recognized
HICKMAN CITY - Robert Brady,
from Calloway County include: Ellis Popcorn Co., H.T. Marketing, 236-2535; GRAVES - Dick Armstrong, Mayfield Graves/County
Inc., Murray Fabrics, Inc., Ryan
Milk Co., SouthEastern Book Co., Local Development Corporation,
Wallis Stained GJass, Briggs & 247-0626; HICKMAN - Jackie
Stratton,Fisher Price Toys,Kenlake Caraway, Clinton Chamber of
Foods, Lassiter Plaster Co., Safe- Commerce, 653-6419; MARguard America. Inc., Vanderbilt SHALL - Bob Qualls, Marshall
Chemical Corp., Thornton Tile & County Chamber of Commerce,
Marble, Inc., Murray Mold & Die 527-7665; McCRACKEN - Van
Co., Hutson Inc., Falwell, Inc., Hoy, Greater Paducah Economic
Development Council, 443-1746.
Interstate Filter Supply, Murray
Ledger & Times, Printing Services
& Supplies, Fitts Block & Ready
Mix, and Welch Concrete.
WASHINGTON (AP) — More
Tickets for the dinner can be
purchased for $20 each by contact- than 1,400 federal inmates,
ing the Purchase Area Development including former Panamanian
District at 247-7171, 554-2097, or dictator Manuel Noriega, have
been moved from prisons in
753-8325, or the local chambers of
commerce and economic develop- South Florida that were damaged
ment corporations at the following by Hurricane Andrew, the Bureau
numbers: BALLARD - Terry Sim- of Prisons says.
Bureau spokeswoman Annette
mons, 443-3232; CALLOWAY Steve Zea, Murray-Calloway Gordon said that she was not
County Chamber of Commerce, familiar with the details of the
753-5171; CARLISLE - Judge/Ex- damage but that she believed it
ecutive Warren Owens, 628-5451; was severe.

Prices as ol 9 AM

Monte Vista Nursing Home, Poyay, Calif. He was the son of the
late Herman Fulton and Oina
Jones Fulton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sally Harville and husband, Jeff, Memphis, Tenn.; one
son, Mark Fulton, Lake Elsinor,
Calif.; one brother, Billy Joe Fulton, Chattanooga, Tenn.; two
grandchildren, Robert Garrett and
Bobbie Jean Garrett, Memphis,
Tenn.

Funeral rites for Robert E. Fulton will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate.
Burial will follow in West
Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Fulton, 66, San Diego,
Calif., formerly of Murray, died
Saturday at 4:30 p.m.- at Villa

ROUND MOUNTAIN, Calif.
(AP) — Firefighters made headway today in their battle against a
64,000-acre brush and timber fire
that officials now believe was
caused by arson.
"We eliminated all other factors, such as lightning, downed
power lines and campfires,"
California Department of Forestry Capt. Mike Weger said Tuesday night.
But officials had no suspects in
the blaze, which has ravaged an
area twice the size of San Francisco and destroyed $86 million
in timber.
The fire, which has destroyed
307 homes in several hamlets
along state Highway 299, was
kept in check overnight and was
declared 65 percent contained.
But fire bosses warned that
flames could overrun containment lines again if forecasts of
milder winds proved false.
"Cautiously optimistic is the
term we are using," said U.S.
Forest Service official Pam
Bowman.
In Idaho, a 257,000-acre fire
— the largest of several burning
throughout the West —
threatened a tree believed to be
the state's oldest ponderosa pine.
The branches of the 186-foot tree
caught fire Monday evening but
it wasn't clear whether the trunk
was burned.
"They're not ready to say it's
going to die yet, but it's still on
fire," Boise National Forest
spokeswoman Jo Barnier said
Tuesday.
That blaze, which was started
by lightning strikes a week ago,
was about 70 percent contained
by early today.

roweerwellt

Investments Since 18.•

Robert E. Fulton

Firefighters
make progress
battling blazes
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Industry Appreciation Dinner set for Sept. 3

()b it tia

Luck Burt
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4th Big Week

-

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Boneless

11111EYE
STEAK

Medallion

TURKEY
BEAST
4-7 Lb. Avg.

Boneless Family Pack

Chuck Steak

1

$1.99
$1.79
$2.89

Lb.
Slices
Mixed
as
Packed
1/4 Clifty Farm
Lb.
Country Ham
Chungs 12 oz.

Egg Rolls

re161r—Field
DINNER
)12tiT FRANKS

Lb.
Boneless Fryer Pack

Fryer Breast

Lb.

$2.99
Fresh
California

Field's

DINNER

BROCCOLI
Bunch

;FRANKS

•

Russell New Crop 20 Lb. Bag

$1.89
3/$1
Lb. 49'

Potatoes
Jim Adams 12 Os. Pkg.

Bacon
IGA Cooked

Ham Slices

$1.19
$2.99

Fresh Bunch

Green Onions
New Crop Mississippi

Sweet Potatoes

1
Back-to-School Survival I1
Sweepstakes!
1
1

Hawaiian Plumb

DRINK
FRUIT
9 Ct. Boxes

At Jim Adorns IGA

s

1

Look to details and entry
trankS on official displays at
our participating stores

1

Brought to you by
KRAFT GENERAL

1
1

FOODS AND
JIM ADAMS km

1

IGA 12 oz. Can
Asst. flavors

Colas

We reserve the rittit to
1111111 ['Vannes old correct
priotint errors

•
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SECTION B
VFW proclamation

FINAL CLOSEOUT
THE '93'S ARE COMING AND
WE'VE GOT TO MAKE ROOM
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION

. at

Cloth trim, AM/FM, 4 speed

'92 COLT 3 DR. White
Air cond., AM/FM stereo

'92 SUMMIT 3 DR. White

Air cond., turbo wheels, cloth trim

'92 SUMMIT 4 DR. Quartz
'92 ACCLAIM 4 DR. White

seated, recently
Calloway County Judge-Executive George Weaks,
of VFW Post
members
the
ing
commend
signed a proclamation
Scholarship
cy
Democra
of
Voice
the
of
hip
sponsors
6291 for their
, left to
included
signing
the
program. VFW members present for
Hal
contest;
hip
scholars
the
of
n
chairma
right, U.L. Woods,
service
e,
Whitesid
Kingins, Steve Durbin, commander, and M.L.
officer.

Split bench, tilt, cruise, air cond.

'92 SPIRIT 4 DR. Champagne
V6, tilt, cruise, air cond., AM/FM

'92 LASER RS

Black
Automatic, cassette, cruise

'92 LEBARON 4 DR. Teal

Zea speaks to Lions Club
Mr. Steve Zea, Executive Vice
President of the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce was the
guest at the last Murray Lions Club
dinner meeting on August 11 at6:30
p.m. He provided the Club with a
spirited presentation regarding the
state of the economy of the area.
He shared the Chamber of Commerce objectives and some of its
recent accomplishments with the
group. The group learned that the
Murray and Calloway County area
had enjoyed an increase in manufacturing jobs during a period between
1982-1992, while other counties
had not seen this same trend.
Likewise the group was made to
realize that the unemployment rate
of this area is much lower than that
of the region, state or even the

nation.
The local area is expected to see
much visitation in the future due to
the Boy Scout Museum as well as
due to the lure of the recreational
potential provided by the lakes.This
trend will increase markedly upon
completion of the Regional Special
Events Center.
We learned that there will be a
radio information channel made
available to those persons traveling
along the interstate and parkway to
describe activities and opportunities
available within the region.
We were made to realize that
Murray is still noted to be a most
desirous community for retirement.
The Kiplinger Magazine was noted
to have indicated this fact in its
August 1992 edition.

V6, tilt, cruise, power windows, loaded

'92 GRAND VOYAGER White
V-6, 7 pass., cassette, tilt cruise

V6, automatic, air cond., cassette

'92 DAKOTA LE

Copper
V6, automatic, air cond., cassette
Dk. Due
V-6, automatic, cassette, tilt, cruise

'92 DAKOTA LE

'92 DAKOTA LE Red
V6, automatic, power windows, loaded

'92 DAKOTA LE Gray
V8, tilt, cruise, aluminum wheels

'92 RAM 150 LE White
318, air cond., cassette, tilt
1 Silver
1 White
1 Black

(3) '92 RAM 150 LE
318, loaded

'92 RAM 250 LE White

SOLD
21,965

Cummins, 5 speed, loaded

'92 RAM 350 CLUB CAB Red
Cummins, bucket seats, loaded

ain's at

YOU MUST BRING THIS AD
TO GET THESE PRICES!
Expires 8-29-92. Subject to pnor saie
All prices plus tax, ode, license,
and proc. tee. Dealer retains rebate
if any.

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE. JEEP • EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

To report local news: 753-1916

T

f
!s
10••••
Aar
1.00111.

SOLD
11,232
11,594
12,199
12,483
12,789
11,993
13,999

'92 DAKOTA SPORT Gray

4.

Air cond., automatic, AM/FM
Gina Hancock/Ledger & Time. photo

Champagne
2.4 liter, 5 speed, tilt, carpet, AM/FM +

1,293
1,991
8,278
SOLD
SOLD
$11,799
13,994
913,977
17,997

'92 COLT 3 DR. Red

71

'92 RAM 50

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

SAVE

623 South 4th

759-1144

161•,.

Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday

Cottonelle

Star Kist

Star-K(st

Bathroom Tissue

Tuna

Bush's Showboat

Additional
Amount 48'

ork & Beans

•

180S1r.-.4- 64
S-11000A.„.1 j
r:olirs%
•••

Limit 4
Additional
Amount 88'

Can
Limit 4

Coke, Diet Coke
Mello Yello
Paper Towels
ScotTowel

Sunlight Dishwashing

Shedd

Detergent

Margarine

Limit 5
Additional
Amount 25'

• 01".

82'

'sho'

•

"faa
(

22 oz.
Bottle

8 oz.
Tumbler

For

87 Coke, Diet Coke

Ultra Bold
42 oz. Box
Laundry Detergent
Folger's
Downy
Coffee
ab:gftener

67

24 Pk. 12 oz Can

, Broccoli

78*

*ler,

64 oz.
Bottle

Can

Carrots

4 97
1 Lb. Bag

Cabbage

Green Giant

Corn or
Green Beans

For

2 Liter
Bottle

Jumbo
Roll

'
rv*°

Bell Peppers

97'

For

For

-0`elt

4
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SPORTS
Party Crashers
Fans, Cards dash Astros return
That's not an easy way to win on
the road."
AP Specie Writer
"Then a .190 hitter hits for the
HOUSTON (AP) — The St, cycle. He has all the tools. All he
Louis Cardinals crashed the has to do is be more selective,"
Houston Astros' homecoming said Torre.
Astros manager Art Howe
party.
it was unusual, too, that
thought
the
on
days
28
spending
After
road, the Astros returned to the the Astros had the potential winAstrodome Tuesday night only to ning run thrown out at home
be treated rudely by the Cardi- plate on disputed plays in the
nals, who beat them 5-3 in 13 10th and Ilth innings.
Houston thought it had the
innings, and by their own fans,
who showed up in alarmingly game won twice but home plate
umpire Paul Runge ruled diffesmall numbers.
Only 10,434 paid to see rently each time.
In the 10th, left fielder Bernard
Andres Galarraga's 13th inning
single that scored the tie-breaking Gilkey threw out Craig Biggio as
run for a victory that spoiled he tried to score from third on
Houston's return and oversha- Ken Caminiti's fly ball. In the
Cedeno doubled, moved to
dowed Astros shortstop Andujar
Cedeno's cycle, the first in the third and was cut down by Gilkey
after a fly ball by pinch-hitter
major leagues this season.
"It was really an unusual Casey Candaele.
"It was a tough call but when
game." Cardinals manager Joe
Torre said. "It was a terrific you get stretched out and it's a
game; the only time we had the bang-bang play, it can go either
lead was when we won the game. way," Biggio said of his scoring

By MICHAEL A. LUTZ

STEVE PARESR/Ledger t Times photo

more of the
R.i.er junior fullback David Cos ha• left many tacklers in his wake and looks to do
'92.
in
•anie

attempt. "It's just tough to lose
when you have so many
opportunities."
Cedeno celebrated his return
from Triple-A Tucson earlier
Tuesday with a triple, home run,
double and single, becoming the
first Houston player to hit for the
cycle since current assistant general manager Bob Watson did it
on June 24, 1977.
Lankford and Felix Jose
singled off Joe Boever (3-6) to
start the 13th. Andres Galarraga
singled home the go-ahead run
and another scored on Tim Jones'
grounder.
Cris Carpenter (4-4) pitched 1
2-3 innings for the victory. Lee
Smith worked the 13th for his
league-leading 33rd save.
Cedeno's homer off reliever
Mike Perez with two outs in the
seventh gave Houston a 3-2 lead.
The Cardinals tied it in the eighth
on Galarraga's sacrifice fly off
reliever Xavier Hernandez.

MSU's Cox bowls over critics Murray teams bash St. Mary; z
Lakers unleash offense in Cadi
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sdfools.
Hut Cox was determined to
play a higher level of football.
Murray • State became interested
in him after he attended a football camp on the campus before
his final year of high school.
'They wanted me to come in
and prose myself.'' Cox said.
"I knew that's what I had to do
and that I had the ability to play
I-AA ball. I had to prove it to
everybody else.''
Cox was redshirted his first
year and saw limited action as a
freshman but was still rewarded
with a .half scholarship.
He made a big impact last
season. rushing 93 times for
453 yards and two touchdowns
and .aLhing nine passes for 43
yards liesi,L‘s earning a full
sJii•larship he was named second team All-Ohio Valley
Arid \ Al A

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sporis *mot

Coriterenk:e
- We did not rek.ruit

him and

Racers could be without Dill
in season-opener at SEMO

neither did anyone else," Murray State coach Mike Mahoney
said. "We invited him to come
into our program as a walk-on.
He earned a scholarship by
working his way into a starting
position last season."
Cox credits weightlifting for
giving him a competitive edge.
"I've worked on my legs real
hard since I've been here
because that was a big factor in
playing college football," said
Cox, who hopes to become a
teacher and football coach after
he graduates.
Cox 's running style is
described as a "human wrecking ball" in the Murray State
media guide.
"The thing he does best is
run over people," Mahoney
said.
Cox hopes that the success
he's had at Murray State serves
(Cont'd on page 38)
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Sute's leading scorer from the 1991 season may be
aterit :7 'In the lineup when the Racers kick off the season Thursday. Sept 3 at Southeast Missouri.
A press release from the MSU Sports Informantion Office, said
kicker Chris Dill has been experiencing numbness in his
leg and hasn't practiced this week. On Tuesday, coach
kicking
non
'slIke Mahoney said Dill was "a long shot" to be suited up for the
SEMI) game.
"('tins has a nerve problem and needs to rest his leg," Mahoney
said in the press release. "I'd like to think we're going to have him
acaint SEM° and we're listing him day-to-day. But 1 don't anticipate having him for our opener."
Dill. a Murray High graduate, led the Racers in scoring last year
.x of 14 field goals and 16 of
with 34 points, as he conn -t
17 extra points.
Freshman Erik Lombard, out of Oviedo (Fla.) High School, will
kick if Dill is unable and will back up senior punter Taylor Colby.
While Dill's injury is bad news, the Racers got a little good news
as back-up quarterback Butch Mosby is expected to be back in
practice Thursday afternoon, after sitting out a week after spraining
his ankle
In other news from the MSU camp, freshman Dan Ford has been
moved from defensive tackle to offensive guard, while freshman
Jeff Parcells has switched from outside linebacker to safety. The
press release said Ford was switched to guard to give the Racers
more size on the offensive line, while Parcells was moved to
replace sophomore safety Mike Ramos, who quit the team on Tuesday.
Ramos, from Kenilworth, N.J., was listed second on the depth
cleat in the secondary and totalled 15 tackles last season, starting
one game.
•

R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON

PADUCAH— The Murray
High boy's golf team took the
early lead as favorites in the First
Region as the Tigers cruised to a
14-stroke win in the Paducah
Tilghman Invitational held at the
Westwood Country Club here
Tuesday afternoon.
Leading the Tigers were the
duo of Adam Grogan and Todc4
Thomas, as they both finished
with a two-over-par 74 after 18
holes. Grogan won a playoff on

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Offense was no problem for
three local soccer teams on Tuesday, as Murray High's boys' and
girls', and Calloway's boys' all
won their season openers handily.
Calloway (1-0) took advantage
of Trigg County's inexperience
and blasted the first-year team
9-0 in Cadiz. Beau Jones scored
three goals; Jesse Arant, two;
Eric Johnson, two; and Scott Earwood added one.
Laker goalkeeper Paul Hart
picked up one save in an easy
night's work in the nets.
Calloway's next game will be
Monday at Murray High.
• • • •
Murray got two goals from
David Gressler and solid defense
to push back St. Mary 5-0 and

Derek Plummer, Thomas
Daniels, Darren Gantt and Jason
West keyed the Tiger defense.
Murray's next game will be
Saturday, Aug. 29, when they
host Bowling Green at 7 p.m.
Also on Saturday, Murray will
honor its decade of soccer with a
10th Year Celebration.
• • • •
The Lady Tigers scored twice
in the first half and three times in
the second to take their season
opener 5-0 at St. Mary.
Cara Gressler, hampered by a
knee injury, picked up three goals
in the win. Vanessa Sammons
and Sarah Snyder also tallied
goals. Assists came from Ellen
Uddberg, Allison Cantrell and
Amelia Davis.
Emma Shaw had to make just
four saves for the Lady Tigers
(1-0).

h sets early pace in golf race
the first hole to take medalist
honors, carding a par-4, while
Thomas bogeyed.
Marshall County's Chris Buffington placed third in the tourney with a 77 as the Marshals
were second in the first-ever
Invitational with a 325 team
score, as Murray shot a 23-overpar 311. Tilghman (326), Mayfield (337) and Ballard Memorial
(339) rounded out the tourney's
top five.
Calloway County's Jesse
Rooker finished the day with a
81, as the Lakers finished with a

364 in 10th place.
Thomas got off to the hot start
for Murray Tuesday as he shot a
36 on the front nine, while Grogran finished with a 39. However, the roles reversed on the final
nine holes as Grogan finished
with a 35, while Thomas tallied a
38.
Jeremiah Rayburn shot a consistent 41-40 to end the day with
a 81, good enough to tie for llth
place, while Ryan Haverstock
(40-42) was one shot back. David
Greene (44-50) was the Tigers'
fifth player as he finished with a

94. Each team in the tourney
used five players, but only the
top four scores counted towards a
team total.
Eric Gallimore totalled a 43 on
the front nine for Calloway and
finished with a 88 for the Lakers,
while Zack Ross finished at 95.
Brad Wilson totalled a 100, as
Josh Roberts finished at 107.
Rounding out the tourney field
were Hickman County (344),
Lone Oak (348), Heath (351),
Reidland (359) Calloway and St.
Mary (365).

Montreal spoils Glavine's bid for 20th win
By BEN WALKER
AP Seeelved WOW

The Montreal Expos have seen
plenty of Tom Glavine this season. And, it's safe to say, they
want to see him again.
The Expos again solved the
Atlanta ace Tuesday night,
ending his 13-game winning
streak and foiling his bid to
become baseball's first 20-game
winner with a 6-0 victory over
the Braves at Fulton County
Stadium,
Glavine (19-4) is 1-3 with a
5.87 ERA against Montreal this
season, and 3-11 lifetime. He's
18-1 with a 2.11 ERA against
everyone else this year.
"I've had a tough time against

them in my career. That's no secret,'' Glavine said. "If I had the
answer, it wouldn't happen. I try
to use the same things against
them that work against everybody
else. It just seems like when I
have an off-game, it's them."
Glavine, trying to win his second straight Cy Young Award,
had not lost since May 22 — at
Montreal — and had set a franchise record for consecutive victories. He won back in Montreal
last week, but this time the Expos
tagged him for five runs, three of
them earned, on seven hits and
three walks in 4 2-3 innings.
In other games, St. Louis
downed Houston 5-3 in 13
innings, Pittsburgh routed Los
Angeles 10-3, Cincinnati beat

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Philadelphia 1
Montreal 6, Atlanta 0
St Louts 5, Houston 3, (13)
San Diego 7, Chicago 4
Pittsburgh 10, Los Angeles 3
New York 2, San Francisco 1
Philadelphia 7-1, San Diego
stopped Chicago 7-4 and New
York defeated San Francisco 2-1.
The Braves and Expos are not
scheduled to play again this season after Thursday. But Atlanta,
leading the West by 44 games,
and Montreal, trailing in the East
by 2Y2 games, could meet in the
playoffs.
That could give Tim Wallach,
a .386 career hitter against Gla-

vine, and the rest of the Expos
another chance. Wallach said
Montreal's success against Glavine might have something to do
with the Expos and Braves sharing the same spring training site
in West Palm Beach, Fla.
Chris Nabholz (9-9) outpitchcd
Glavine, giving up seven hits in 7
1-3 innings. He had been 0-2
against Atlanta this year and 0-3
lifetime.
"It was hard to tell who had
won 19pmes,' Montreal manager Felipe Alou said.
Nabholz, an .098 hitter, drew a
walk in the second inning that
loaded the bases and led to a
bases-loaded walk to Delino
DeShields and an RBI single
from Spike Owen.
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correction of foot disorders
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avoid a repeat of last year's
blunder.
In last season's opener, St.
Mary snuck up on the Tigers and
managed a tie at Ty Holland Stadium. "We remembered that,"
said Tiger head coach James
Weatherly.
"It was the only blemish on
our record last year, besides the
final loss."
Murray (1-0) jumped to a 3-0
lead in the first half on goals by
Russ Adkins, Roman Shapla
(assist Greg Miler) and Gressler
(Shapla).
Matt Weatherly scored on a
penalty kick to open the scoring
in the second half and Gressler
closed it with his second goal.
Tiger keeper Jon Reid had a
relatively easy night, making two
saves. Murray got off 25 shots to
St. Mary's 12.
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By WENDY E. LANE

COLLEGE

AP Sports writer

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)- Tennessee football coach Johnny Majors
underwent successful heart bypass surgery, less than two weeks before
the Volunteers open the season. Majors, the dean of Southeastern Conference coaches, came through the 3% -hour operation well, but his recovery length is unknown.
Majors, 57, is in critical but stable condition, which is considered normal
days.
after such surgery, and will likely be hospitalized seven to 10becomWINSTON-SALEM, N.C.(AP)- Bill Dooley, seven wins shy of
ing the all-time victory leader in Atlantic Coast Conference history, said he
would retire from Wake Forest at the end of the season. The 58-year-old
Dooley has compiled a record of 154-122-5 in 25 years and was named
ACC coach of the year at two different schools.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
DETROIT (AP)- University of Michigan coaches don't believe three
basketball players, including two of last year's "Fab Five" freshmen, broke
NCAA rules when they were paid to appear at a charity event. Riley
Sophomores-to-be Chris Webber and Jalen Rose and senior Eric
were paid to sign autographs and judge a slam-dunk contest in Holland
last weekend, university spokesman Bruce Madej said. Steve Mallonee,
Press
the NCAA's director of legislative services, told The Grand Rapidsbroken.
that "there really is no clear determination" whether rules were
NCAA rules allow players to "accept legitimate and normal reimbursement
from ... organizations within the state or 100 miles of the institution," Mallonee said.

GENERAL

ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)-The
college football season begins
tonight with one quarterback who
is learning from a master and
another who's just learning.
Stanford's Steve Stenstrom is
relishing the chance to play under
a man who s'iaped the careers of
Joe Montana and Dan Fouts. Bill
Walsh, the former San Francisco
49ers coach who returned to
Stanford this season, will be back
on the college sidelines tonight
when his 17th-ranked team meets
No. 7 Texas A&M in the Pigskin
Classic.
A sophomore beginning his
second year as a starter, Stenstrom established himself as one
of the nation's top" piSSers last
season, when Stanford went 8-4
under former coach Denny

LAS CRUCES, N.M. (AP) - A high school junior died from a head
injury after collapsing during a football scrimmage, announced the state
Office of the Medical Investigator.
Joe Villa, 16, died of a "craniocerebral injury" when he was knocked to
the ground and struck in the head while playing for Mayfield H.S., said
Suzanne Fetsco, OMI's director of operations in Albuquerque.
Villa was pronounced dead Saturday morning at University Hospital. He
had collapsed around 9 p.m. Friday during a junior varsity scrimmage
against Hatch Valley H.S.
A videotape of the scrimmage showed Villa being knocked to the
ground by a Hatch runner. The 5-foot-8, 145-pound Villa, a running back
and linebacker, tried to rise but then collapsed.

Fleming looking like AL's
top rookie with two-hitter
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
New York 5, Milwaukee 1
Boston 5, Oakland 4
Baltimore 9, California 1
Chicago 6, Toronto 3
Detroit 4, Minnesota 3
Texas 6, Kansas City 2
Seattle 6, Cleveland 0
"He hit me pretty well whcn I
was at Calgary," Fleming said of
Lofton. "I made the right pitch to
him (in the sixth) but put it in the
wrong spot. I wanted it off the
plate."
Cleveland was so frustrated
that Carlos Baerga, a switchhitter, batted left-handed against
the left-handed Fleming in the
ninth. He grounded out to second
base, ending the game.
"That's the first time I've
done that," Baerga said. "He's
one of the toughest pitchers
we've faced this year."
Charles Nagy (13-9) allowed
11 hits, struck out four and
walked four in his 10th complete
game, one behind American
League leader Jack McDowell of
Chicago. But no matter how good
Nagy was, Fleming was better.
"He'd have beat anyone
tonight, no matter who it was,"
Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said. "Even the '27
Yankees."
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MAJOR LEAGUES

715 pm.
Clavieland (Nick* 2-3) at Seattle (Johnson 10-12).
905 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Emit Division
L Pet. GB
W
563 55
71
Toronto
548 2
69 57
Baltimore
3*/,
536
56
67
Milwaukee
400 10'4
61 . 66
Detroit
12,4
464
67
58
Cleveland
460 13
58 68
New 'Com
452 14
57 69
Boston
West Division
I Pet. GB
W
603 76 50
Oakland
548 7
69 57
1Annesota
540 8
67 57
Chicago
484 15
62 66
Texas
457 184
58 69
Calfornia
452 19
68
56
Kansas City
413 24
52 74
Stable
Germs
Wetineoday's
Oakland (Downs 3-4) at Boson (Viola 10-10).
1206 pm
Mbraukee (Ruffin 1-5) at Now York (Kanienio(*i
3-10). 630 pm
California (Valera 6-9) at Belmont(Mussna 12-5).
6 35 pm.
Toronto (Stottlemyre 7-9) at Chicago (McCaskill
9-9). 705 pm
Dation (Doherty 4-3) at liAnnstiola (Smiley 13-6).
7 05 pm
Aeneas City (Aquino, ?-3) at Toes,(Park 1-1).

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GB
Pct.
W I
55
563 71
Pittsburgh
544 27.
68 57
Montreal
63 62 .504 7'4
Chicago
488 9i•
60 63
St Labs
451 14
55 67
York
New
411 19
73
51
Philadelphia
Weal Division
GB
Pct.
W L
602 74 49
Atlanta
565 44
70 54
Cincinnati
67 58 .536
San Diego
468 164
59 67
Francisco
446 19
56 69
Housbn
421 224
53 73
Los Angeiss
Games
Wedneedey's
New Yost (Niemen 1-0) at San Franasco (Burkett
11-6). 2:35 pm
Philadelphia (Ashby 1-I) at Cincinnati (Baton 1-2)
635 p.m
Montreal (D.Martinsz 13-10) at Atlanta (Avery
10-8). 640 p m
St Louis (Toestory 13-5) at Houston (Henry 4-9),
735 pm
Chicago (G lAaddux 15-9) at San Diego (Leads
12-11), 905 pm
Pittsburgh (WItitefisld 3-1) at Las Angeles (Candoll 9-10), 935 pm

••• ••••
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Murray's ONLY home-owned & home-operated
pest control company.
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Fleas are not only a nuisance,they also transmit
and carry many types of diseases and bacteria.
If you have a flea problem call McGee Pest
Control today!
Our trained professional technicians can handle
any flea problem no matter how large or small with
safe scientific treatment and applications.

Jane Re I ers 753-9627
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Slats Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

an inspiration to other highschool players who have been
told that they can't make the
grade.
"I go back to (Apollo) and
tell players, 'Don't let anybody
tell you that you can't do something if you want to because
you can," he. said. "Once you
prove it to yourself that you can
do it, then all you got to do is
prove it to them. You think
positive all the time, then you
can do that."
And Cox is taking that positive approach to Murray State's
season although the Racers
were picked to finish last in the
preseason poll.
"I hate to be considered last,
but what other people say really
doesn't mean a lot," he said.
"A lot of people said I couldn't
play Division I football and I'm
here."

got a quick arm and he's intelligent, but Jeff has some learning
to do before he can be a polished
quarterback. I think he has excellent potential to be an outstanding quarterback."
Granger said his ability to read
defenses- and willingness to learn
will make up for some of the
problems he's likely to
encounter.
"Right now I don't feel like
I'm in perfect working order," he
said. "I'm in good enough mental shape to execute on offense."
Slocum and the Aggics figured
they would be opening the season
without their best pass rusher,
senior outside linebacker Marcus
Buckley. But Buckley, who has
been bothered by swollen ankle
and knee joints, practiced for the
first time in more than a week
Tuesday and may see action after
all.

Fleas Are A
Public Enemy! 1-‹.4

"See me for all your family Utsurance ,weds."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Murray Home and Auto
Ili. 7 tt)

for the Aggies and tried unsuccessfully to make the U.S.
Olympic team.
When coach R.C. Slocum
asked him to give football
another try, it was so late in the
summer Granger didn't even
make -the-Aktvt-- press guide.
"I really wasn't expecting anything," he said. "They had a
depth chart and I wasn't even on
it."
Granger's collegiate experience
consists of filling in for the
injured Bucky Richardson in the
season's first two games and
playing backup the rest of the
year.
Slocum is well aware of Granger's inexperience and expects
him to make mistakes.
"Jeff Granger has not solved
all our quarterback problems,"
he said. "He's a young guy who
gives us a chance because he's

REB ARD
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Green. Walsh hasn't brought in a
whole new offensive scheme, but
he has brought his almost uncanny insight into the quarterback
position.
"He really understands what's
going on in a quarterback's mind
and really can relate to a quarterback," Stenstrom said. "That's
sort of unique, because he never
played the position. He really has
developed a close relationship
with all of us."
While Stenstrom is polishing
his skills, Texas A&M's Jeff
Granger is simply learning the
ropes. And although he doesn't
hide the fact that his first love is
baseball, he's determined to be
the best quarterback he can be.
Granger, who threw just 48
passes last season, went out and
won the starting job this month
after quitting football after the
Cotton Bowl. He played baseball

I'

ON SALE
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Walsh returns to sidelines in Pigskin Classic

Actions & Reactions

Dave Fleming looks like the
American League Rookie of the
Year. A few more games like the
one he pitched against Cleveland
and he'll be a top Cy Young
Award canidate, too.
Fleming didn't allow a hit until
rookie Kenny Lofton lined a double to center with two outs in the
sixth, and he finished with a twohitter Tuesday night, leading the
Seattle Mariners over the Cleveland Indians 6-0.
Fleming (15-5) struck out six
and walked none in his fourth
complete game and third shutout.
"Mark Grant told me that after
the first hitter you know if
- you've got no-hit stuff," Fleming
said, referring to his Seattle
teammate. "I was thinking about
it because Kevin Gross recently
threw one. It was in the back of
my mind because I've never been
that far."
Fleming finished off the
Indians with just 96 pitches in a
game that took just 1 hour, 55
minutes. Lofton got both hits for
Cleveland, singling with one out
in the ninth.
"I was lucky enough to get a
couple hits. He pitched a very
good game," Lofton said.
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Classified

DEADLNES

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

as follows:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are
3 p.m.
Friday
Edition
Monday
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
‘Vkidnesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
l'hursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturda‘ Edition

7534916

Legal Notice
Notice
.. Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
S;tiatton
.fleSS

.1ns:ruction

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equ:pment
Supplies
s.: Supplies
Produce
.Feed & Seed

For Sale Or Trade
130 .
Want To Buy
.
140
15o
Articles For Sale
Appliances
17,5
llorne Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machines
1
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
. Musical
220
TV. & Radio
260 ...
Pets & Supplies
380
MIS( E1.11-‘NEOUS
Public Sale
410
For Trade
540
. Free Column
500
Wanted
570
Miscellaneous

42i
4au
440
450
460

..

A L:ROPIA Pizza Magic Cye
nu.ne hand tossed pizza,
,re,n salads sandwiches.
Open all year at
rn Cased Mon and
4 74 8 1 1 9
es
390 649 3804

Connie
Smith
Gymnastics
Fall Classes
Begins
Sept. 1-4
Call Now To
Sign Up

753-6705
Jeans has
+4 rangier Pro-Rodeo
cans r4irc dusters mans
jeans $1995, mixed
'a.• eians ;Jr and Misses)
$' 00 New shipment
-ners - A Geer and Guess
aiso ladies Guess
:ar- ar• .aceZ and Over
as F'ed right. Thurs and
12 4 Sat 10-4 Need
deans call 759-1062 5
',es 94 East

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

LEARN TO ,E
TRACTOR • T LEFE
A1:41/7e'd;??C.;4:::.1.1.0
fetaluff assusiOe

ALLIANCE
1.1•11011110614 TN

1-800-334-1203
KENLAKE State Resort
Park s Hci August Blues
and Barbecue Festival
Sunday August 30th Tick
ets on sale now Seven
hours of live Blues Music
For additional information
cal 1 800 325 0143
YOU Dig Mum field now
open All colors $200 to
Hours
$4 00 each
330-8 00pm Take 94 W to
Charley Thurman Rd turn
right 1st house on tie rIght
Y all Come',

kaoPT.ON Intelligent. devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
f,„tdre to your newborn All
legal medical and Irving
expenses paid Let us help
Call collect
you
516-621-5574

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawa,

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

The favntly of
Z. Russell I.
Z
would Like to
thank everyone
PS
who has shown
thine b.t.nd ex of
presmons
4^ sympathy dursnq 4,
I.
anus
death
.. We espectaLty
t want to thank aLl
those at Glendale
.1. Road Church, the
•
ICuksey !nand s.
'.., the Stella Conic' munuy and all
L our close neuth '''
'
boy s and friends
,..1 who kept us in
4( your prayers. We I
tra,
are
,. gratefuL.
Thanks to alt
e: the doctors 8•
nurses at the
- ,turray Calloway
,Co. e• Lourdes
, Hospital s for the
. excellent care he
Also 1
rectwed.
I thanks to 13Lalock
7 a. Coleman fun'(rat Horne, the
i
the
0 f•timisters,
i strubers, te the
' fLortsts for a tob
well done.

CLINICAL Assistant to
phiSCiall'S office Experience preferred Benefit
package offered Apply by
resume only Richard
Crouch M D . 300 S 8th
Murray KY 42071
NURSES Aide, full time,
3-11 shift Prefer CAAA or
CNA. but will train Pleasant work atmosphere
Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
rDiniwii gam •t

Gee

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 weet E Johnny Robertson Wed
mut m Se Hale Rase not on Se. Haw Road 1/4 free
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P0 Box 1033 Murray

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 65/2.
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
1. Pnce. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 "A.M Best A- Of A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates

and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have

••
••• "••••••i.

Hopkinsvill• Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide loll free
1400-458-4199

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS
Murray, Ky.
Apply 2-4 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
No Phone
Calls Please

Lyndia Cochran

DANCE &
GYMNASTICS

Bel-Alr Center

SNEAK PREVIEW SALE
2.43 AC - $19,900
257 LAKEFRONT

EMPLOYMENT opportune
ties we now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
school graduates through
the JTPA program. Anyone
between the ages of 18-21
atio is interested in the
program may call 759-1965
for an appointment
HOUSEKEEPER One day
per week. References required. 759-4158 after

6Pril
PARK RANGERS Game
wardens, security, maintenance etc No exp necessary For information call
219 769 6649. ext 7159,
Etem 8pm 7 days

Licensed Dental
Hygienist
salary,
Excelient
medcal insurance,
cension plan. Contact
Detbe S. Wallace,
DOS, Dover, TN.
61S-232-6287

5.00 10.00 16.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 43.00 50.00

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00
15.00 30.00 46.00 60.00

8/31/92. Call Now 800-858-1323 Woodland Acres 8.30-8:30, 7 days.

GM Certified Technicians
Areas of certification-engine
electronics,drivability,or automatic transmission repair. Good pay
with excellent benefits. Major
medical. Paid holidays and
vacation.
-Also-

Servicewriter
.Some experience required.
All resumes will be considered.
Apply Now To:

P.O. Box 310-GK
Paris, TN 38242

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

255 per word $5.00 minimum 1st day
55 per word per day for each additional cunaccultve day
go into Shopping Guide.)
$1 75 extra far shopper (Tues. Classifieds
$2 00 extra for blind box ads

110

160
Nome
Furnishings

Want
To Buy

CASH for mobile home
MODELS Professional, tires $7-$12 each
non- professional
436-2578
Photographer,Agent for
CASH paid for good, used
MODEL SEARCH MAGA
ZINE anew national publi- rifles, shotguns, and piscation is currently inter- tols Benson Sporting
viewing for photo submis- Goods. 519 S 12th,
sions to the magazine AU Murray
acceptod applicants will be OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
published No fee required
WANTED, any size or conFor information call Wayne, dition 1-800-443-7740
night
or
437 4041 day
TOP dollar for junk cars and
Must be 18 years of age
trucks 436-5322
SEWING jobs wanted in
USED and antique furnicluding formal wear
ture, glass, tools, quilts
753-1061
474-2262, 901-642-6290
WANTED general or
WANT to buy Little Tikes
heavy duty housecleaning
References furnished For outdoor toys 759-9703
futher information call
436-5305 If no answer call
436-2780 and leave
message

Sirloin Stockade

1

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

110

NOW hiring for all positions
at Wendy's 1111 Chestnut
St Murray Apply in per
COCA ColarPepsi Cola
son 2 4pm daily
route 5100.000 annual poPART time gymnastic in- tential Requires $1 7,800 to
structor for local business start 1-800 825-2573
753 6705
110
broiler
Experienced
Instruction
cooks and a meat cutperson.
in
Apply
ler

10"

9"

•

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Register Now
RN or LPN wanted for
753-4647
40
to
32
office
physicians
hours a week Duties to
include venipunctures la BANJO lessons, $6 00
boratory procedures Send 753-1487
resume co Dr Richard Bla
lock 300 S 8th Si, Suite COMPUTER Technology
Plus, Inc Computer
201 Murray KY 42071
courses, seminars, and
WANTED barmaids, wait- computer programming
resses dancers. $500 plus 759 9158
weekly Doll House Cafe,
CUSTOMER SERVICE Paris TN 642-4297. 4-12
REPRESENTATIVE.
Want
Cable TV has 2
To Buy
part-time CSR positions
500 OR 1,000 GALLON
available Qualified candi
dates should have previous CuT this out and save my propane tank 753-7901 afnumber Do house clean- ter 2pm
office and computer expee
ing call Betty. 474-2131, or
ence, good phone skills
ANTIQUES by the piece or
enjoy working with people lea ye message Have
collections Call 753-9433
and be willing to work a re refenc.es
after 5pm
flexible schedule Send re
FIERCE WORKER seekto
LeMaster
1960's GI
Greg
sume
irg laborous, various BUYING 12
Cable TV P0
492-8103
Joes
C,earing. cleaning moving,
Box 741, Benton KY
etc Have chain saw, exper- CARS or trucks, running or
42025 EOE, ANF
ien ced, 30 years not 753-0680
DO you need a JOB, or do 354 8301
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people be
tureen the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
Save thousands on select lakefront par- !
800am-3 00pm We are an
cels during sneak preview of new project.
EOE This project a funded
Beautifully wooded, long pristine frontage
by the Western Kentucky
Pnvate Industry Council
on Barkley Lake. Boat, fish, ski, enjoy!
JTPA
Excellent bank financing. Offer ends

been serving West. Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Thgt

Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
81.76 per column inch qurs for 'Readily.
..
8"
5" 6" 7"
4"
3"
2"

I"

4

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
Homes For Sale
F'.'r Sale Or Lease
ilorne Loans
Real Estate
...Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

• lir

Monthly income
a vailab4e'

100% investment
grade assets'

120
230
250
290
530

Situation
Wanted

Guaranteed 5 years

100% reinsured'

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

090

•••-f

40% Discount 2nd
Days

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285t Ilome• Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
.Want To Rent
31U .
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330 •
!louses For Rent
Far Rent or Lease

Media

VCR Service
All Brand Ward-Elkins
753-1713

F.:IN-dove

Display Ads

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

020

nOt.;SE plans drawn to
your spec s Call 436- 5398
Monday thru Friday after
6 30pm 16 years expen
once in drafting

Rates
ClassifiedJanAd
2, 1991,

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MERCHANDISE

ANNOUNcEN1EN I S

ADJUSTMENTS
axle
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
fur
le
resporuiib
be
will
Times
I
Ledger
Murray
The
for any error.
immedionly ono incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
ately se corrections can be made.

1979 CHEVROLET
Monza, $500 Hid a bed,
excellent condition, off
white, $200 753-9499
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil gravel, fill din, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
BRAND new Troy Built
roto-tiller. elec start
759 4947 after 6pm
COMIC books for sale,
753-9481
FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, live or dressed Murray
Bait Co. 753-5693

EXTRA long velour sofa
and regular mattress and
springs May see only on
Saturday. August 29, 1992,
between 10 00am and
2 00pm at 524 S 6th
Street
KING size waterbed with 6
drawer pedestal, bookcase
headboard. $150 Super
single waterbed with bookcase headboard, $75. Full
size with frame. $50.
753-5279 after 5pm

I

Mobile
Homes For Sala

Want
To Rent

1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
must be moved, must sell
753-4459

ACTIVE retirees need 2br
with appliances and garage
by Sept. 1st. $350 rango
317-462-2977

28R. 1 bath, furnished, 1
acre, Anderson Shores,
$12,000 312-737-2818

ROOM wanted in nice resi
dental home for female for
week-ends only I live in
32' PARK model traveler Nashville and return to Murtrailer, air and waterbed. ray on weekends If you are
Excellent for college stu- interested in renting to me,
dent, set-up on rental lot please call 615-254-0400
759-4414
and ask for Marti

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Apartments
Specializing in mobile
For Rent
QUEEN size waterbed w/ home electric services 200
mirrored headboard, 6 amp $375 100 amp $325 1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
drawers, $175 753-1514, 435-4027.
apartments, nice, near uni328-8980. ask for Teresa QUALITY build, energy effi- versity 753 6111 daytime
TWIN size French Proven- cient homes at affordable 753-0606 nights
tial, bedroom suite, prices. Shop and compare, 1BR efficiency apt , utilities
you will find that we have furnished Call after
7517901 after 2pm
the best homes at the low5 30pm, 753 0087
est prices One of the
Southeast's largest and 1BR, low utilities, no pets.
oldest dealerships Dinkins references and deposit re
$185/mo
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy quired
Paris, TN
753-3949
79E.
TOBACCO scaffold wa- 1-800-642-4891
1 OR 2br apts near down
gons, 24', $275 623-8789
town Murray 753-4109
Mobile
210
2BR duplex in Northwood
Homes For Rant
1409 Hillwood Dr
Firewood
10x55 2BR. Grogan's Mo- $325/mo 759-4406
AlA FIREWOOD pre- bile Home Park $160/mo 2BR duplex. 411 N 5th,
season sale $25/rick deliv- wAease and deposit re- Murray 492-8225
759-2570
quired
ered 492 8254
753-3860
EFFICIENCY apt . near
A FIREWOOD for sale
partially
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 31x, university, fully or
437-4667
$175imo ,
electric or gas Walking dis- furnished
753 4181
tance to college 753-5209 utilities Days,
Nights, 489-2181

HAZEL Apartments. Hazel
KY, is now renting You
KILLS FLEAS! By ENmust be 62. handicapped,
Mercedes II Cornet
BACH
for
Killers
Flea
FORCER
disabled New 1 and 2br
or
condition
Excellent
5 STALL clean up shop with
pets, home and yard Guar502-527 8574 for
units
436-2662
large office Contact How- more information Equal
anteed effective Buy ENFORCER at. Murray TV FLUTE and violin. Call ard Brandon, 753-4389 or Housing Opportunity
753-5960
Home and Auto Hardware. 753-7906.
North Side Shopping
PIANO tuning and repair,
Center
753-2099.
LAZY boy recliner, beige,
$100. Adult bike, $35 PIANO tuning, expert serBlack and while TV, $20 vice and repair. John Gottschalk, 753-9600.
753-8361.
REPUBLIC SAVINGS BANK, associated with a
rapidly growing aggressive $700 million state
LET us make your clothes, SEKOVA electric guitar w/
wide banking organization has an excellent
alter and repair Uniforms hard shell case and Jordon
opportunity available for a part time Customer
Good
blaster.
w/tube
amp
rentals,
sportswear,
and
Service Representative/Teller in our Murray
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's condition All for $225. Ask
banking center.
436-2102
Lamb,
Luke
for
See and Sew, Country
Responsibilities include servicing customer
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- TENOR sax, $350
inquiries, performing daily transactions on all
ray 753-6981.
accounts and cross selling bank products and
436-2794 after 4pm
services. One year bank experience preferred.
Size
twin
LIKE new childs
WOOD clarinet, excellent
Excellent communication and math skills
waterbed, $200 DP Gym- condition 753-1628 after
required. The standard hours for this position
pac 2500,$125 759-1293 5pm
will be 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Monday through Friday
and every Saturday 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
wood
Ashley
size
MEDIUM
YAMAHA trumpet, like
Apply in person with resume and salary history
stove, good condition, new, 759-4406
on Wednesday, September 2nd between 10 a.m.
$125 759-1431
and 4 p.m. at 1201 Main Street, Murray, KY
42071.
24n
MILLJONAIRES MILUONN'S
PANGBUR
AIRES,
Miscellaneous
CANDY IS BACK IN NURRAY. Charlie's Safe-T
COINS and STAMPS are
Pharmacy
Savings Bank
popular A new selection of
with
at
now
available
is
block
deer
stamps
RACK
Mornbar FDIC
apple flavor 80 E Main, The Book Rack (in Murray
Equal OPPottundY EmPeoYe•
at Dixieland Shopping CenKeith's Lawn 8 Tractor.
ter) and Decades Ago (in
SATELLITE dish 24 tt Hazel). These stores also
round pool 5 pc white girls sell coins, proof sets, silver
bedroom suite 437-4832 dollars, collector supplies
STEEL BUILDINGS. Fac- You may also visit us at
tory sale on four sizes be- Toonerville Trolley (in
tween 1,200 to 15,000 sq Hazel), Treasure House
ft. Cal now, limited supply (Southside Manor in Murray) and the Mercantile
Ron 502-653-6665.
(Aurora) We buy coins and
WALNUT office desk stamps and appraise essq. yd.
GRASS
343-#60- with black inlaid tates. CHRISTOPHER'S
formica top and drawer COINS, 753-4161.
sq. yd.
AUTO/BOAT
locks. Call 753-9201 or
753-9331.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE/TELLER

REPUBLIC

Appliances
WASHER and dryer. May
tag, excellent condition
$250/both 7532907, call
mornings

EVERYDAY CARPET
PRICES, FROM:
1.99
991
2.99 sq. yd.
PLUSH
2.99 sq. yd.
SCULPTURED

PRIVATE Investigato
B A Confidential Investigations. Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102,
Murray. 753-2641

"COMPARE EQUALS AND SAVE"
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE YOU
BUY:
"BE SURE MS 100% NYLON"
YOUR NO-STAIN OLIFIN CARPET
WILL MAT & CRUSH &
LEAVE INDENTIONS. YOUR POLY &
BLENDS CAN FUZZ

270
1CA

Mobile

Home
FumIshIrve

Homes For Sala

COUCH and love seat
earth tone colors with oak
wood trim $175 Cal
753-7952 altar apm

10x50 TRAILER, new
floors, wiring, plumbing
$2000 090 753 7323

12x70. 2BR, 14 bath.
newly remodeled, ap4
room
suite,
DINING
pliances, awning and
chairs, $200 Bunk beds, underpinning with many ex150 759-9904
tras Excellent condition
EARLY American dresser $8.500 OBO 753-1410
with mirror and chest. Good 1981, 313R. 2 bath, all
condition 8150/both. electric, nice 489-2332 af474-2789
ter earn and Wore 7pm

.
Mon.-Frl
s pift
ni

rp

Sat.
11-5 p.m.

lir

14004644941

or
Local
498-8963

I Wee S.al Money..Noy.Sal,Lang Blue I Wm.Bide.
Lomeli Week Around

7
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CLASSIFIEDS
Apartmeats
For Rent

Houses
Fee Rest

VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
duplex Northwood Dr. appliances furnished, central
air and gas heat $475/mo
1 year lease 1 month deposit No pets Call 753-2905

38R,2 bath, Wc,furnished
w/d, garden, central, $485
plus deposit, 753-0859

Apartments
For Rent
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
appliances, gas heat, deck
Av al Oct 1 $400/mo
753.7457
NEW 2br townhouse, all
appliances furnished,
lease, no pets, $425/mo.
New 2br duplex, all appliances furnished, lease,
no pets, $395/mo 1 br
house on KY 783, 6 miles
from campus, lease
$295/mo 753-1266 days
753 3493 after 5pm

MULTI -units Directly
across from MSU Sleeping
rooms, furnished,
$250/mo. Includes utilities
washer and
NEW duplex, available plus kitchen,
study and common
Sept 1, 2br, 2 full baths, all dryer,
pnviledges Limited
appliances, furnished, util- area
References and
parking
gar,
hook-up
wid
ity with
required with 1
deposit
$50
,
required
age deck Lease
No pets
lease
year
no pets, $475/mo
753-8191.
435 4235 leave message
roommate to
NOW taking applications WANTED,
d 3br apt
furnishe
share
ed
subsidiz
for 1 bedroom
$120 per
housing If you are 62 or with 2 males
month, water and sewer
disabled, please apply in
Call 753-8447
person at Murray Manor included
or Alan
Bobby
for
ask
,
Dr
Diuguid
1409
,
Apts
and
30pm
1
between
340
5 00pm, Monday-Friday
Houns
NOW taking applications
For Rent
ed
subsidiz
bedroom
1
tor
housing If you are 62 or 1BR house, secluded area
disabled, please apply in $225/mo. Call 498-8977
person at Southside Manor evenings.
Apts. 906 Broad St. be- 2BR,2 bath, Hwy 80 east of
tween 830 and 1200, Hardin $250/mo plus deMon -Fri
posit 312-737-2818
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502 437-4113 EHO

2BR on Kentucky Lake References required, deposit
No pets 753-0212,
8am-4pm 436-5459 after
4pm

Produce
APPLES for freezing, canning or drying. 753-4725,
McKenzie's Orchard

4BR houses 301 N 5th
and 301 N 7th Call
762-4483 between
Sam-4 30pm or 345-2748
after 6pm
BEAUTIFUL 3br home in
the country Newly decorated by professional decorator New appliances and
fixtures, central heat and
air, no pets Call 753-7463
after 7pm

GOLDEN Delicious apples,
U -pick, $7 00/bushel
753-9860
SWEET corn cantaloupes,
watermellons, Blue Lake
and Kentucky Wonder
green beans, tomatoes,
spaghetti, squash, varieties
of winter squash, snow
peas Located 121,
Graves/Calloway Co Line
Rd 489-2355

DIRECTLY across from
MSU. 1 bedroom, 1 bath,
livingroom, kitchen and utility room with washer and
dryer. Completely furnished with 1 carport parking
and separate fenced yard
$400/mo plus dep and references required Available 9/5 1 year lease No
pets 753-8191.
VERY clean 3br, 2 bath in
quiet neighborhood. 2 car
garage, lots of storage, fireplace, central air and heat,
no pets, lease and references required 489-2741
San
For Rent
Or Less.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information
370

FOR RENT

Livestock
& Supplies

WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

BRAND new 16' stock
trailer with elec brakes, tall
ceiling. 759-4947 after
6pm.
BRANGUS bulls for sale,
14 months old 753-3146 or
435-4646
DONKEYS, all sizes and
colors, let run with cattle,
helps keep coyotes away
753-6475 days 753-9918
nights

753-5976

HIGH grade, 12 heifers, 1
bull, 2 calves 759-4947
after 6pm.

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763.
OH gelding, very gentle lesson horse. Great for anyone. $1000 firm Also Arabians for sale, riding lessons and training available.
436-5867 answering machine or evenings

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

Psis
& Supplies
DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment.
753-7819.

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

LAKE Front Possibly the
best remaining lot in Calloway on KY Lake, great
view, slope and location,
one mile south of Blood
River, $45,000. Bob Haley,
RE/MAX Properties,
753-SOLD
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water, natural gas, cablevisidn, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from k4urray City Limits. 6% simple interest fin a n ci ng available.
753-5841 or 753-1566.

NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2 1984 CUTLASS Supreme,
excellent condition
baths, central h/a,
CL, self cleaning range, 753-2429
microwave, dishwasher, 1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
disposal, oak cabinets, SE. 2-door, loaded, 83xxx
over 2000 sq ft , only
miles, $1750 OBO Cali
$69,750 753-5561 or 753-4128
759-1610
1985 CADILLAC Coupe
NEW house for sale at
DeVille, high mileage, low
1900 Melrose in new subdiprice 753-3580
Rd
of
Doran
west
vision
3br, 2 baths, lots of closets, 1987 DODGE 600, auto
oversized garage, private ps/pb, air, good condition,
$2450 753-4128
courtyard 753-3903

Boats
Melons

Boats
& Motors

14' JON boat, 1979 Evin
rude 18hp, new carpet and
floors, 321b thrust trolling
motor, depth finder, trailer
436-2528

21 PONTOON boat with
35HP Johnson motor
$2500 In the water, ready
to go 753 4128

42' CATAMARAN houseboat, completely reconditioned in 1990 Chevy twin
engines, new Westerbeke
generator, new fly bridge,
1970 MAINSTREAMER dual controls loaded with
houseboat, 37', all fiberg- all the extras 753-5976
lass, twin Chrysler 225, days 436-2795 nights
Kohler generator 65 kw
Excellent condition Slip 21 EXTRA nice used 24 ft
Kenlake Marina, Kenlake Pontoon boat with 85HP
motor Call 436 2626 after
State Park $17.900
7pm
474-2732

14' JON boat, 20hp Mercury and trailer, $1500
345-2623

1987 MUSTANG GT,5 OL
OWNER transfered, spaaous open floor plan, 3br, 2 black, T-tops, price negoti.11B
1978 SAVAGE bass boat, STRATOS 17A ft blue and
bath plus sunroom, patio able Call before 2 30pm
ASO
Public
115hp Mercury, excellent silver metallic, 150hp Mer
and bonus room, lg den, 753-7257
Farms
cury motor 753-7925 leave
ion, $2600
Sate
condit
garage,
double
h/a,
central
Salo
For
1987 PLYMOUTH, real 753-6679
message
lg
storw/insert,
fireplace
GOOD productive 80 acre age bldg , satellite dish. sharp, automatic
Fish/Ski
RAFT
or
PROC
1988
753-8266 after 6 30pm
farm with brick home, to- and all appliances stay 1
boat Garage kept, low
barn and large metal mile east in Maplewood Es- 492-8163
bacco
Comter
Coldwa
hours, trolling motor, inbarn, stocked pond, to- tates Subdivision $79,900
1989 RED Dodge Daytona, dash depth finder and 2 live
munity right off of
bacco base, lovely white 759-1867
53xxx
car,
local
one owner,
wells, 115hp Yamaha en- A-1 TOWN/country yard
121 North, go past
fencing in picture book sel4
mowing,landscaping,tree
gine, 3 new batteries
located miles $5900 489-252
home
US
ee
SPACIO
Tenness
in
for
Located
Watch
ling.
1836.
trimming,tree removal light
4
753-095
by
sale
$9800.
for
MurlimS
16th
of
701
at
LeSabre
1990
BUICK
south
miles
8
only
signs.
hauling Free estimates
4br, 2 !ted, 35,000 miles, gray,
ray. Offered at $132,500. owner. Includes 3 or
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Thurs. & Fri.
Bass
R
fireBOMBE
with
FR
Relarge
15'
exceld
1989
baths,
4-door,
one-owner,
Kopperu
MLS #4069.
8:00 till ?
place, LR, OR, recreation lent condition, $11,700 Boat with 48hp Johnson Al TREE Service Stump
alty, 753-1222
motor $5,000 759-1293
room, carport and garage 436-5683.
25% off on all items
removal and spraying Free
on
access
drive
two
with
157
e!
Paradis
'S
HUNTER
FT. V-4, 165hp estimates 753-0906 after
as marked. Will have
187i
1989,
Le,
Am
GRAND
1990
acre farm in Tennessee tree-covered, half-acre cor- 4-door, new ores, 16 valve Bomber Commander 5pm, 759-9816 753-0495
a little of everything
has both mature and young ner lot Approx 4,000 sq ft
DOHC air, tilt, cruise, am/ speed boat_ Valued at
tree
except antiques.
forest. Tendable acreage is under roof, contains 3,100 fm stereo Reduced Call $10,660, will sell for $8500 A-1 TREE removal &
trimming Light hauling &
in government set-aside living space and ample
4pm
after
Call 436-2794
759-4489
odd jobs Free estimates
program providing annual storage Priced in the low
Ski,
and
436-2102, ask for Luke
by
Fish
appointShown
OZARK
Three
1989
$90s
$5600.
of
income
1990 GRAND Am SE,
17 ft 110hp, excellent con- AA TREE trimming and
ponds and abundant wild- ment only Call 753-9830 loaded, one owner
dition, loaded. Perfect for yard mowing 436-2102
life MLS $4402, $69,500, TOTALLY redecorated and 753-8583
fishing or skiing $9700 ask for Paul
Red
Kopperu
at
Joan
Call
121
on
3
renovated 3 bedroom 1990 ISUZU trooper, 4wd, 354-6607.
2.
753-122
alty,
home on an acre lot Lo- a/c, am/fm cassette,
Acres.
Fairview
cated between Murray and 28,000 miles, $11,400
Look for signs.
Kentucky Lake Attractive 1989 Chevrolet Cavalier,
460
Aug. 28th & 29th
home and attractive price
Homes
auto, a/c, am/fm cassette,
Just reduced Con- 48,000 miles, $4250 Call
$60's
Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Salo
For
PS
tact Kopperud Realty, 753-8289 after 5pm
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 Noon
2
753-122
Lots of good buys.
2 BEDROOM 1 bath, cenCAR Stereo Installation
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
tral h/a, remodeled attrac753-0113. Sunset BouleSomething for every470
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
tive interior, 1 5 acres, city
Music, Murray's Alvard
All Types Of:
one
water, cable, 7 miles north
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Motorcycles
m Woodworking
Custo
$34,500
in Almo
block
1
Dixieland Center,
6pm
7
after
cus
753-231
1979 HONDA CX500
from MSU dorms.
torn, 11,000 miles, runs
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
3BR, 1 bath brick, nice
DUNE buggy, silver me$600 753-0343
•Drop by & see our showroom
neighborhood, well con- good,
legal,
street
top,
vinyl
tallic,
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Berun0 Bunny Bread:
Call
$50's
Mid
.
excelion
structed
Honda,
condit
1991 CR250
excellent
753-5640
CLEAN-UP shop on Yi
753-6098
lent condition Call after 753-6781 after 6pm.
acre, $13,000 436-2652
759-1274
3BR, 2 bath brick home 5pm,
COMMERCIAL building for
Murray High.
new
located
SOA
lease, 23x50, good location
Economical central gas
on 641 in Puryear. Would
Used
Comair.
electric
and
heat
Trucks
make good retail shop or
imfor
ated
jIRI-Hirlij;1 If Ill
redecor
pletely
1 i1'
11:1 J
flea market 901-247-5635
dump
2-ton
mediate move-in livability
DODGE
1968
all brands: window air conditioners
pick
on
for
Service
shields
NEW bug
1
753-716
HOME with income. Six Phone 753-5644.
$1200
- freezers - washers - dryers tors
and
refrigera
ups and vans, foreign
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
ves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
microwa
smoke
and
dear
c,
domesti
just
wheel
down,
2
four
up,
2
4BR,
1978 FORD
screened and carpeted pabeen remodeled, will fi- tint. $19.50/ea Pick-up bed drive, $1250. 753-7161
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
tio, all electric built-in
Auto
Key
ea.
$34.50/
mats,
nance with good downpay
4x4,
p/u,
A
kitchen, central h/a. SepaTOYOT
n-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
0
Tappa
1986
753-550
121S.
Parts Hwy
ment. 834-7715.
rate entrance to upstairs, 4
one owner, air, tape,
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
room and bath apt, newly 4BR home near Murray
490
$4400 753-2794
Uud
decorated for rental 1%, City Park. Just reduced to
4
1988 FORD Ranger XLT,
Cass
acre site, reduced to $39,500. MLS 04374. Call
cyl., 5-speed, loaded,
$49,900. 759-1122.
Kopperud Realty,
1986 CUTLASS Supreme $4100 neg. 753-2612.
753-1222.
KOPPERUD REALTY of489-2604 after 4pm
1990 FORD F-151 XLT
fers a complete range of BY owner, 2-3br, Ir, dr,
re- Lariat, SC, 351 HD, UP,
Sedan,
CHEVY
1947
a
with
more
kitchen, deck and
Real Estate services
storable, best offer
AT, silver and red, loaded,
wide selection of quality 753-8049
extra clean, 17xxx mi.,
489-2279.
homes, all prices.
BY owner, 4br brick ranch
$11,250. 436-2213.
753-1222.
CONVERTIBLE Volstyle home with 4 plus 1973
624 N. 4th St., Murray
$2250 TRUCK and camper, 1984
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. acres, fully fenced for kswagon, yellow,
753-6374
FORD F-250XL, power, air
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, horses or small cattle oper- 753-7414
and cruise 27' fifth wheel
in front wheel drive,
lizing
Specia
Bob Haley, Jean Bird. Bel- ation 759-4947 after 6pm
cold
2dr,
AC,
1976 CADILL
Rambler StatesHoliday
atic & standard
autom
Air Center. 502-753-SOLD,
rive,
starter.
overd
air, new battery &
753-8937.
HOUSE for sale, must
1-800-369-5780.
$945. man 1000.
power
&
ons.
Leather
missi
trans
move For more informa753-7271.
Fluid & Filter
tion, 753-9861
510
5 most makes & models
V-8,
$29.9
Caprice,
CHEVY
1979
Special
LOOK at me! Brick home
runs great.
se,
Campers
air/crui
What We Sell
2
ce
,
Servi
bedroom
We
large lot 3
$1500 OBO 753-9540.
MAN travel
bath, central h/a, priced to
COACH
MATES *
1991
ESTI
* FREE
NICE building lot, dose to
sell, upper $50's. Profes- 1979 FORD T-Bird, ps/pb, trailer, 267, ft A bargain
Warranty
Mile
0
12,00
country club. 1% acres on sional Real Estate,
Month
12
cruise, tilt, stereo Excellent 753-6784
Oaks Rd. Call 753-3197, 759-1591 day or night.
5
753-077
condition
753-0827.

Garage Sale

Yard Sale
miies S.

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission Service

380

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10

Used
Cars

Noma
For Selo

Lots
For Sole

520

520

191

.110

400

320

320

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
REDUCED Cocker Spaniel
puppies, $50 w/o papers,
$85 with. 502-328-8715.

ifatidparent.;7

YARD
SALE
SEASON

.1

September 13th

•

photo in the
Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their
12, 1992.
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September
• COUPON

END UMW NEM MEM NNE 1

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed.)

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
$7.50
2 insertions
'12.50
3 insertions
'15.00

•

Name of Child
'a

Name of Grandparents

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
day 3 p.m.
Tues
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

1
Matthew and Michelle Polley
Grandparents: Nellie Malys and
Marion Polley

additional picture
Enclosed is $7.00 1st. picture • $5.00 each
return of picture.
for
e
envelop
s
-addres
self
,
stamped
and

Send photo mones of grandparents.. RAMP of riitki
envelope for
t to
paymen
and
return of original photo

(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed

Bring in by September 10
(12 noon) to be published
September 12th.

the
Murray Ledger & Times

Ngierray Ledger & Times
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 1992

CLASSIFIEDS

Razzle-Dazzle
Defense

S3/71

Services
Offered
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling. porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways. painting. maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
WuM's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754
DIAL Builders New additions, new homes, pole
barns, total remodeling No
job too small 436-5272
DRYWALL, finishing re
pars additions and blow
irig ceilings 753 4761

AL'S hauling. yard work
tree removal. mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
ANY remodeling, buikling,
painting, roofing Refer
ences 759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers WO pans
stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted FENCE sales at Sears
Ask for Andy at The Ap- now Call Sears 753 2310
pliance Works 753 2455 for free estimate for your
APPLIANCE SERVICE needs
Kenmore Westinghouse FOR bushnogging leveling
Whirlpool 30. years ex din or gravel and seeding
BOBBY
perience
yards call 753 3413
HOPPER 436 5848
GENERAL Repair plumb
BACKHOE Service ROY ,rig roofing tree work
HILL Septic system drive 436 2642
ways, hauling foundations
GERALD WALTERS
etc 759 4664
Roofing vinyl siding paint
BILL'S bath and kitchen ing Free estimates 18
refinishing tubs and sinks
rears experience Local re
including porcelin and ferenoes
489 2267
tiberglass. cultured marble
Recotor
and formica repair
GLJTERING By Sears
appliances and counter - Sears residential and corn
lops 753-1484
merciai continuous gutters
installed for your specifics
BOB S Plumbing Repair hons Call Sears 753 2310
Service All work guaran
for tree estimate
teed 753-1134
BRYON S LAWN SER- HADAW AY Construction
paintVICE Free estimates Home remodeling,
ing. wallpaper carpentry
753 4591 after 5pm
floor covering -No job too
BULLDOZING backhoe, small 436-2052
septic system Call Horace
Improvement Spe
Sholar 354 8161 after HOME Vinyl siding win
cakst
4pm
dows. carports and patio
:ALL Gallimore Electric for enclosures 753 0280
all of your electrical pro
CABINET RE
•ects Remodeling land- KITCHEN existing doors 8
COVERY
sec
1;...mna1ion
scape
with woodgrain for
ur•ty cab,e and phone frames
colors Free esti
mica
all
lines Now wring new
s Recovery
smart homes Licensed mates Wulff5560
Murray 436
and insured 759-1835
CARPENTRY specializing LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
in decks and fences All For all your upholstery
types of residential and cleaning. call 753-5827
commercial work Quality Free estimates Speciallf
work references available with this ad $15 off $60
order
Call 759-1424
:ARPET and vinyl installa- LICENSED for electric
tion and repairs Glen Beb gas, refrigeration Install.'
bon and repair Free estiDer 759-1247
mates 753-7203
CHARLIE Davidson All
Construction
1.4cCUISTON
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber Add-on.re-roofs free estimates 753-7317,
roofing 753 5812
759-9461
CHIU Chim Chimney MITCHELL Paving over
Sweeps has 10% senior 30 years experience Al
citizen discounts We sell your asphalt and sea coatchimney caps and screens ing needs Backhoe excavating and hauling
435 4191
753-1537 or 753-1221
COLSON'S Home Repair PAINTING interior and ex
Remodeling. carpentry, tenor Quality work Over
painting and plumbing 20 years experience Ralph
436-2575 after Spm
Worley 436-5625

Save-A-Lot

Contract Bridge

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
Free esb
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING. stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing, gravel sand. dirt, drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763
ROOFING.All types of rest
dential roofing Free esti
mates 753 5113
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair replacement. new
installabon. pumping. sew
ers. footings basements
Bachhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN. 759 1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742

East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q3
•QJ 7 5 4 3
• 76 2
•A 10
WEST
EAST
• AK 1064
•.1 8 7 5 2
•10 2
•A 98
• t/ 10 3
•J 5
•8 7 3
•5
SOUTH

SUREWAY Tree I Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
fimates Day or night.
753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Man
tenance Electrical Clean
wog Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690
THWEATT S Generator
Alternator arid Starter Ser
vice Route 1 Alm° KY
753 8742
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 New iocabon Route 1
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530
WET Basement? Water
under house, we guarantee
to star dry Morgan and
Son Construction Padu
cah KY 442 7026
1 800-242-3265

Has The Best Buys
For Your Barbeque!
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps a WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Easton Hamburger

J. Higgs

Potato Chips Dill Chips

•K
• A K 94
•K QJ 96 42
The bidding
North
South West
East
4V
3*
ffile
1*
5•
l'ass
fopening lead — five of spades.

very easily. With a spade continuation, for example. South would ruff
and lead the king of hearts. rendering East helpless whether or not he
took his ace.
Declarer won the trump return in
his hand and led the king of hearts.
Again East made the winning play
when he ducked. Had he taken the
ace. South would have been able to
discard two diamonds on the (4-.1 of
hearts.
Declarer could now do no better
than lead the A-K and another diamond. He was hoping to find the
diamonds divided 3-3 or else ruff his
fourth diamond in dummy if the suit
divided 4-2. West won the third diamond with
the ten — but only for a moment.
East ruffed the ten, even though it
was his partner's trick,and returned
his last trump. This fine play put
South out of the running. He had to
lose another diamond trick and go
down one.
Note that if East had failed to ruff
the diamond ten and lead a trump,
South would have made the contract.
East's defense was surely of the
highest order. Three times he recognized a danger, and three times he
found a way to counter it. It was a
veritable defensive tour de force.

FREE puppies Call after
5pm 753 3915
FREE to good home cats
and kittens 489-2031

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

LONG hair kittens 1 yei
low 1 gray 759 4467

1-800-432-9346
RESOU•KIS
.,..corrC,4111NFIPOIIOW.

Kurtz Tomato

Kurtz

Catsup

Mustard

94

32 oz.

24 ok-.

/al Bubba

Cola
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN "IME
NEXT YEAR OF YOI R LIFE:
l'ast efforts produce new benefits A
phut:ter or hi inus comes your way by
late fall. Cultivate valuable business
and social contacts in December.
Deepening rapport between family
members makes the Christmas season particularly Joy WI.Changing your
litestyle means better health and
greater comfort early in 1991 Plow
pri Wits hack into a booming business
next spring. A partnership attracts
new notice and applause in May and
lune Be loyal.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON

I%

111.1

THIS DATE: Mothcr Teresa. Mil'
dian Martha Kaye. actress Inesda%
Weld. actor Douglas Sheehan
ARIES i March 21 -April 19) (ni
down to business this morning 1 out
specialized skills are your print ipal
financial asset.Stay far from the shi ip.
or attractir ins that tempt you to Teml
more than you can afford.
TAURUS (April 2(1-Ma', 20,
Make the most of this promising day
hy throwing your cares aside .iii
now have a better idea of what to
expect next week.Tap pnv ate source,
of information to find the right lead
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201 It
your earnings are %atisfactory. it I,

OP

•

•

•

Or•

f• •

Prairie Farms

2 Liter

59

Citrus Royale or
‘)21-41 1 Dair•E Lemonade

94

1/2 Gal.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast
$129
Lb

Wylwood

Kindle

Corn, Peas or
Cut Green Beans

Charcoal Starter

:our spending that neva, to be
watched. Figure out the possible consequences of any actions you may
take while feeling impulsoe.
CANCER dune 21 July 221:The
end of a relationship could leave you
ever. Resist
lechng as confused
the temptation to postpone making
Ii isions. A lack of read) ash may
Iv• the root ot your discontent.
LE011uly 2 A Aug. 22ii Although
L-Ating hack to work makes you feel
heifer, you cannot expect others hi
suit so quickl I se those
'hutnerits when you are alone to re
i• • so,
whole fiscal prl op rani.
% IRGO (Aug 24-Sept. 22:
It iends may not he as discreet as you
W4Itild like. The surest v.ay to keep a
ses rei is to confide in no one! Money
due will he reLeoed todas: ins est in
the future.
LIBRA iSera. 21 Oct. 22r: Be
discreet about what !.ou are getting
and how your good fortune came to
pass. Your financial situation Could

Ranch House

!Steak Sauce
10 oz. $129
Thorn Apple Valle

Great Lakes American

Cheese Singles
$139

make it difficult for you to authorize

a ritajor purchase.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21t:
Pleasant news is easy to take. Steer
clear of romantic adventures now.
Quiet domestic pastimes are preferable to activities that impose a heavy
physical strain.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Do not let a negative mood keep
you from benefiting from fortunate
circumstances. This is a much better
day for tackling routine tasks than for
making important decisions.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan, 19):
Do not allow old wounds to fester —
dwelling on the past will lessen your
chances for a bright future. Your
closest associates hold the key to
improving a financial situation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Partners should be firm friends to
ensure the smooth operatic-al of their
joint venture. Refuse to listen to idle
gossip about a close associate.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 201: The
emphasis today is on operating from
behind the scenes. Avoid telegraphing your punches to the opposition. A
friendship based on shared ideals has
the greatest chance1tasting.

New Crop Russet

Potatoes
$198
20 Lb.

-14,;•:1

C Cola

California Valencia

2 Pk. Can Products

Oranges

16

$299

$
4 Lb. Bag

••
•

,
4

$109

1/2 Gal.

99

1°DAY'S CHILDREN are loy al arid loving but not panit ularly dem,ql
Ntrative. Instead of hugs and kisses. they try to show their teelings through
quiet deeds of devotion. Count on these aftectitinate children Ili remain
Iii their parents at every age. Meticulous about their appearant e and
these Virgos are equally methodical in financial matters I he raid% hal or,
hard times, thanks to their habit of Sa%!IV tor a rain) .1.1% I hriti% -if well
organized. the) make excellent business managers.
1.0,141k, d ,tis Ise,:and

Homo-2°/o-Skim
Milk

32 oz.

• At till ST 27, 1992

II•or )our personalized daily leant: Dixon horossope. hased on )our •
'late of birth. call I -900-988-77KX. Your phone company will hill
minute

59'

Prairie Farms

I I oroscopes
I HI RSD

SUM

32 oz.

8 oz.

Once in a blue moon a defender
must make three good plays in one
hand to defeat a contract, and here is
a case where East did exactly that.
West led a spade, won by East
with the king It seemed unlikely on
the bidding that South had another
spade, so East made his first good
play when he shifted to a trump.
Without the trump return, declarer would have made II tricks
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Looking Back

Today in History
are 127
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 26, the 239th day of 1992. There
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
cs games
Twenty years ago, on Aug. 26, 1972, the summer Olympi
y.
German
West
,
opened in Munich
On this date:
Britain.
In 55 B.C., Roman forces under Julius Caesar invaded c.
republi
In 1847, Liberia was proclaimed an independent
r. LepioneeLoreg was born in CounIn /873, radio electronics
cil Bluffs, Iowa.
increasingly
In 1883, the island volcano Krakatoa began erupting with
large explosions.
ution, guaranteeing
- In 1920, the 19th amendment to the U.S. Constit effect.
in
d
declare
was
American women the right to vote,
were shown on
games
l
basebal
league
major
ed
In 1939, the first televis
the Cincinnati
n
betwee
experimental station W2XBS — a doubleheader
won the first
Reds
(The
Field.
Ebbets
at
s
Reds and the Brooklyn Dodger
6-1.)
,
second
the
s
Dodger
game, 5-2, the
the 264th Pope
In 1978, Cardinal Albino Luciani of Venice was elected
VI. The new
Paul
of
death
ng
the
followi
of the Roman Catholic Church
pontiff took the name Pope John Paul I.
to "liquidate" his
In 1983, Soviet President Yuri V. Andropov offered
agreement on
ower
superp
a
of
part
as
s
missile
country's medium -range
arms reductions.
Archbishop Jozef
Ten years ago: Poland's Roman Catholic primate,
founder Lech
ity
Solidar
release
to
ties
authori
Polish
-Glemp, called on
Walesa.
ower stumbling
Five years ago: In an attempt to eliminate a superp
country would
his
block, West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl said
w scrapped
Mosco
and
gton
Washin
destroy its 72 Pershing IA rockets if
s.
weapon
nuclear
'all their intermediate-range
Union's
One year ago: In an address to the Supreme Soviet, the Soviet
national
ed
promis
hev
Gorbac
S.
l
national legislature, President Mikhai
of
leaders
but
ment,
govern
his
e
preserv
to
effort
elections in a last-ditch
passed.
had
power
Soviet republics told him the hour of central
BenjaToday's Birthdays: Former Washington Post Executive Editor
atic
Democr
Former
59.
is
berg
Watten
J.
Ben
Author
min C. Bradlee is 71.
SimpValerie
Singer
57.
vice-presidential nominee Geraldine Ferraro is
s is 32. Actor
son is 44. "Tonight Show" bandleader Branford Marsali
12.
is
Macaulay Culkin
first make
Thought for Today: "Whom the gods would destroy they
B.C.)
06
B.C.-4
480
(c.
poet
mad." — Euripides, Greek

Ribbon cutting ceremonies for
a new mini post office in a portion of Bookmark will be Aug. 30
at 9 a.m. The postal contract station was sought by several downtown merchants in a drive spearheaded by the Murray Woman's
Club, following relocation of the
main post office to Chestnut
Street.
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor of
First Christian Church, Murray, is
attending the 1982 Biennial
Assembly of Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) in Kentucky
being held at Hyatt Regency,
Lexington, Aug. 16-28.
Dr. Irma Collins, associate professor of music at Murray State
University, served as discussion
leader at a recent National Symposium on Applications of Psychology To Teaching and Learning of Music at University of

Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Durrett,

Mr. and Mrs. Francis L. Gallimore, Aug. 18; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ricky Powell, Aug. 19; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lanny
McDermott, Aug. 20.

Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Conner,
July 22.

Ten years ago

Twenty years ago

Mrs. Ura Stanley, 85, Murray,
and Joseph P. Smith, 83, Calvert
City, died from injuries sustained
in a car accident on Aug. 25 near
Hardin.
Quint Guier of Murray is pictured with a plaque presented to
him at Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville, as being the oldest
male present at Senior Citizens'
Day. He was one of 32 senior
citizens from Murray making the
one-day bus trip.
Members of the 1957 graduating class of Kirksey High School
and their spouses had reunion
dinner at Triangle Inn, and followed by a social at the home of

Linda and Joe Emerson.
Births reported include a girl to

Forty years ago

The Mobile X-Ray Unit of the
ky Health Department will
Kentuc
ago
years
Thirty
courtsquare in Murray
the
on
be
Calloway County Fiscal Court
to give free chest x2-5
Sept.
unanim
l
and Murray City Counci
ously accepted the proposal of rays.
Dr. Frank F. Norfleet of PaduMurray Hospital Board and Planwill be the speaker at the
cah
of
ng
financi
for
sion
ning Commis
ay County Youth Rally at
Callow
an additional $200,000 in funds
Camp Site on Kentucky
Baptist
cityfor construction of the new
Aug. 29.
on
Lake
its
and
tal
hospi
y
count
d include a girl to
reporte
Births
equipment.
Mathis and
Darrell
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Keller
Don
Mr. and Mrs.
J.W.
children, Michael, David. Tho- a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
to
a
boy
21:
Aug.
,
Mathis
d
mas and Donna, have returne
from a 3,000--mile boat trip on and Mrs. Grover Crutcher and a
Tennessee, Ohio and Mississippi girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Starks, Aug. 23.
rivers to Lake Michigan and back
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill
to Kentucky Lake Boat Dock.
The family started the boat trip and daughters, Sharon and Anneton July 16 and returned on Aug. te, have returned from a vacation
in Daytona Beach, Fla.
19.

Dear Abby
swingers, non-swingers, and so on
Now, we are asking you to please
give us a short listen.
This is on behalf of all meter
maids who would like to answer
nationwide a few questions we are
asked every day by at least a dozen
people.
1. No, we do not have a "quota"
of tickets that we are required to
meet every day.
2. No, we do not work on commission.(I wish we did.)
And while we are writing to you,
Abby, will you please tell the public
that we don't appreciate those cute
little "oink" noises some people
make behind our backs. Ours is a
job just like anybody else's.
MISUNDERSTOOD
METER MAIDS

can't stay awake, and
Her doctor said there is nothing sleep and
(EDITOR'S NOTE:Dear Abby
ions" from pills with
has
"react
her
keeps
he
but
her,
is on a two-week vacation. Fol- wrong with
g
in
them, is suffering in
nothin
,”
ilizers
"tranqu
lowing is a selection of some of well-supplied with
every sense of the word. Ask the
with
pills
just
really
are
from
which
s
her favorite past letter
doctor who said there was nothnothing in them. (She complains
1972 and '73.)
,wrong with her to recoming
from
gets
about the "reaction" she
mend a doctor who treats
DEAR ABBY: My wife is a them, too.)
people with your
hypochondriac. She complains night
There is an Alcoholics Anony- "healthy"
oms. And don't put
sympt
wife's
and, unfortunately, day. If one
ous.
Anonym
mous and a Gamblers
thing doesn't hurt her, something Tell me, is there a Hypochondriacs it off, or you'll need treatment,
too.
else does. She either can't sleep or Anonymous?
she can't stay awake.
RER
SUFFE
THE REAL
I have been sympathetic, but I
DEAR ABBY: We are loyal Abby
to
ng
listeni
from
out
worn
and have patiently gone
am all
fans
who
One
RER:
SUFFE
DEAR
her. I can't get a good night's sleep, complains night and day about through the problems of smokers,
and the hours awake with her are a pains (imagined or real), can't non-smokers, knitters, non-knitters,
bore.

Daily Comics
YOU'RE MAKING
--.
)
ME HUNGRY!

STEAK BITS AND
mARINATED VEAL

WAS FABULOUS'WE

HAD Cox c2As A,No

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
HI, HONEY HOw WAS
THE PARTY 'IOU CATERED

DEAR MS. M.M.: Will do. But
the meter maids I've seen
appear well able to defend
themselves.

LOBSTER

„..•••••••

Ki7:4

.61&.'

e

(-•/!,,x' •

DEAR ABBY: Would you advise
d and wife to work togethhusban
a
er every day? My husband is opening a new business, and a lot of people have told me we might get tired
of each other if we're together all
day and all night. We get along very
well.
I am a bookkeeper and receptionist, so it's not like we'd be elbowto-elbow all day long.
CONSIDERING IT

C

CALVIN and HOBBES
'DoctoR
(t14.9ts
DEs+IKI SIR"

vtaKE
4h44. (4Ly
Bel EHiQ5,

DEAR CONSIDERING:If you
get along well together, and
aren't elbow-to-elbow all day
long, there's no reason why it
shouldn't work out. Some married couples who are nose-tonose all day enjoy being cheekto-cheek all night, while others
who are apart all day would be
happier apart all night, too.

K4 JOURNAL IS
OFF To A GOOD
START

you)

ROE oF
14144KiNq

Dr. Gott

CATHY
FABULOUS! MY 1 rOuR TICKETS WERE
HOW WAS (
ONLY 1115!
TICKET ONl4 I
k6UR
COST 1130!
VACATION?
tilt FLEW THE WHOLE
FAMILY FOR 1276'

WE USED BONUS MILES,
UPGRADED TO FIRST CLASS
WITH STICKERS, AND DIDN'T
PAY A DIME!

WANT TO SEE
MN TICKET
STUB?? IP
ROUND TRIP!

CHEAP AIRFARES: THE
VACATION
SLIDE SHOW
Of THE '90s

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Dan.
"Hey, boy! How ya doin'? ... Look at him,
but
days
for
here
out
ng
Poor guy's been floati
ever."
as
he's still just as fat and happy

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER

or

FOR WORSE

E.IT WHEN
i`IINE-Yrti 1 HRT-,'HE.. TAGS FALONGTEILING
.)(aTTO MY,AatitslyS
Mal FINFILLY I.ETME .""-rAliNG I-1ER OPINION

UV.

Gfliiti STut-F

poeS

I MEAN,I LIKE-TO MAKE

THIS

UP My OWN MIND!

LCOK
OK

HOUJ

'13013T
THIS'?

GARFIELD
GENUINE
COWI-IIRE

M VAvo5

PEANUTS

OH I'M 5ORRY..011,
I WAKE YOU UP? 15
THERE A TIME CHANGE
WHERE YOU LIVE?

CHARuE BROWN! I
HEARD THE COYOTES
AGAIN !THEY 50uNDED
50 LONELY IT
SCARED

meal
9 ..—
Masterson"

37 — de
Janeiro
39 Sun god
40 Female ruff
42 Tier
44 Sunset —
46 Actual being
48 Equality
50 Even scores
51 Flap
53 "The Sun
Also —"
55 Looked
fixedly
58 Imprisonment
61 Mr. Boone
62 "Clean and
64 Wheel track
65 Devoured
66 Brief
87 Caspian —

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MAD
EL I A
POMP
ARE
S
AID
R
ARA
SEE
Al
CADETS
ATTAR
TEEM
OE
REPEALED
REP
DIS
OVENS
MI
T
IGH
DEL
P1
AUDIT
SEA
ELM
ETERNITY
OF
EVEN
AL
MOR
ODESSA
ON
ODA
LOAN
SINK
RES
I T
SP
E
SLO
ESS
3 Miniature
fowl
4 Perceive by
touch
5 Betkries
6 Silver symbol
7 Crafty
8 River duck

9 Bread
makers
10 Mature
11 Pedal digit
16 More docile
DOWN
18 Insect egg
20 Affirmative
1 Mr. Hope
22 Tally
2 Mountain on
23 Rabbits
Crete
25 Sailor:
colloq.
to 11
9
s
7
6
5
1
3
2
1
27 Uncanny
28 Snares
14
30 Paddle
32 Underworld
ill
VINE
it1
12
god
15
36 Burst
Id
21
38 Aquatic
WI
mammal
ill
41 Landed
26
25
hil
22 23
Properly
WIWI
43 Armed
33
32
ill
ill
conflict
45 Parts of
1111
steps
39
11
ill
iill
47 Hearing
al
11111
45
42
ill
organ
ill
" usa 49 Is borne
III
52 Choicest
54 Certain
55 Health
resort
him 56 Make lace
57 Female deer
58
59 Petition
hi
62
el
60 Music as
ill
written
es
63 Reynolds ID
a
is
u
au
iv

I

WHAT WOULD A CAT
WANT WITH A
WALLET?

1 Baby's
napkin
4 Sumptuous

12 Harem room
13 King of birds
14 Time gone by
15 Ridicule
goodnaturedly
17 — Stadium
19 Score
21 Falsehood
22 Pretense
24 Still
26 Allowance
for waste
29 Stone cut in
relief
31 Mournful
33 Indian weight
34 Alternate
word
35 Music for
Hammer

my owN

CJICCEE
C.LC5rHES

THERE! I HEAR
'T14Em! I PEAR
THE COYOTES
HOWLING...

PAGE 7B
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DEAR READER: What will happen
to him? Are you kidding? What do you
think will happen to him? You might
mention that you're concerned about
his unhealthy lifestyle. If he doesn't
take responsibility for his well-being
and see a doctor, then take my advice:
Get him to pay his part of the rent
well in advance.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: A recent television program identified a condition
called insulin resistance in which the
body fails to make use of its insulin
production but stores it, causing numerous side effects. The only way to
discover this is through special testing. Can you provide further
information?
DEAR READER: Insulin resistance is the probable cause of many
cases of diabetes.
Normal metabolism requires the
production of insulin. But for the insulin to do its job (to transport glucose
into cells), it must attach to special
receptors. Some diabetics appear to
have deficient receptors; that is, these
people have plenty of insulin, but the
insulin cannot attach properly to receptors. The cause of this is unknown
but the end results are the same: high
circulating blood glucose and the predictable consequences of diabetes.
In selected cases, the use of cortisone may help patients' insulin hook
onto the receptors. However, in most
instances, synthetic insulin is needed.
Special blood tests can determine
the presence or absence of insulin resistance. For practical purposes, this
testing is not performed routinely, because the treatment does not depend
on the presence or absence of insulin
resistance: insulin injections may still
be required.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Diabetes Mellitus." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O.Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT: I have a 49-yearold roommate with glaucoma, high
blood pressure and a history of two
heart attacks. And what a lifestyle.
He eats lots of fried, salty foods,
smokes two packs of cigarettes a day
and drinks a quart of whiskey daily.
What will happen to him?
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Poultry group
meets Sept. 3
A regular meeting of The Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association's Board of Directors
will be held on September 3, 1992,
at 7:00 p.m. The purpose of the
meeting will be to report on interorganizational activities. Contract
poultry growers are urged to attend
and communicate ideas. Contact
an following board member for
location: Kenny Imes (753-3113);
John Pennington (527-1015); Alan
Adams (382-2510); Marshall Dennis (335-3388).

Wallace leaves
hospital on birthday
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. 4API
wilier Gov. George C. Wallace
!:urked his •'rd birthday Tues. , bv lea ing J hospital alter
eek sus
, tore discharging the tou•
, ;rnor Universit
him a NJilillj cake. arid
.
..1 15 einploces helped cc'
his birthday
t
'He AJS in good spirits. alc•rt.
•:ng up. smiling for visitors
sers mg the cake.- said hos
;al spokesman Hank Black
He is generally improved
niu:h better and looki. .
-; like his old sell." Iflj
ailace returned to his Mont
wrv home alter his disc fur.:
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Hours

Prices Good
Aug. 26 thru
Sept. 1

M.Th. 8 o.m.-1 p.m
Fri. & Sat. 8 am .8 pm,

F-c•oci. PitakiriKc

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9attee — ,r.euea
We

Accept

gotxot

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

etele.4t

I

Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Sausage
39

Smoked Sausage Pork Chops
1)59
999
Fields
1 Lb

Fckrich

Lunch
Makers

ame Lb.

Wieners
Si 39

Field's 1 Lb. Vac Pk.

Partin's Country

Center Cut Boneless

Eckrich Polish or Reg

9

Bacon
1
49
ian
Kentuck
Fe as Boneess

Lb

Ham
IMP

$27L9b

89`

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

S Chace

1-Bone Steak
$399

nd
Beef
Grou
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Top Sirloin
Chicken leg Os,
99

$2
99`

Gatorade

29

Heinz
28 oz

All Flavors

32

Contestant topless
during beauty contest

Seaboard Farms Frying

Lb.

Fruit
Cocktail

c

Squeeze

oz

Libby

Ketchup
$ 1 29

?b

29 cz

89c
Charmin

SANTO DOMINGO, Donuni.in Republic 1A1-) --• A beautv
..ocen contestant scandalized
waltzine
1.,itional audience by
t. pless through the bathing •,. •
,,,rripetition in a !iv:.
,:oadcast
Julie Ramirez, 22, one oi
„andidates competing Tuesd.,.
ior a shot as the country's
r, .craative to the Miss Universe
a- rid Miss World pageants. w
disqualified.
In the bathing suit sequence.
V s Ramirez strolled to center
.:age, took off the top portion ,.!
:1-r suit and proceeded to pra;,,
around the stage. witnesses said
Other contestants said she
argued heatedly with them ha, l,
ti the dressing room .1!
t,reatened to return to the st
iripletcly nude
Santo Domingo newspapers
.•arried full-color photographs ot
her exhibition.

Captive dolphin dies
during hurricane storm
FORT LAUDERDALE, Ha
AP) — Hurricane Andrew's victims included Splash the dolen
of Ocean World.
"Splash was a favorite at the
park, and we're going to miss her
very much," said Ocean World
veterinarian Dr. Scott Gearhart.
The 16-year-old dolphin,
which had been at the marine
park since 1978, recently was
treated for 'pneumonia, and the
additional stress of the storm
killed the animal, Gearhart said.
"The pool Splash was in was
full of debris from the storm and
her habitat was disrupted," he
said. "Dolphins can sense the
changes in barometric pressure
and it puis heavy stress on them
to be in a storm of this
magnitude."

N!
NTIO
ATTE
"Country Cookin"

Flay 0 Rich

Bathroom Tissue

Whole Milk
$2°9

4 Roll Pkg.

Shedd's Country Crock

Breyers All Flavors

Maxwell House

Ice Cream

Coffee
13 oz. $169

$269

Margarine

2/89'

1.
Armour

Prairie arms

Vlasic Hamburger

89'
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
09
$3
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb
Hot Dog Sauce 10 3/89'
Applesauce 24 oz 79'
$100
2
Tuna
•
Dill Chips

16 oz.

12 pk

Vietti

oz

Hyde Park Water Pk

6 /4 oz.

1c/0 Milk

$ 1 99

gal

Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden

$ 1 00

Corn

15 oz. 0/
Veg., Corn, Conola

Wesson OH
Scoff Single Roll

Paper Towels
Ragu

Spaghetti Sauce

28-30 oz

Stokely F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

Mon. thru Thur.
Meats:
Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg.'3.50
•••••••
FABULOUS
N
FRI. & SAT.
"SEAFOOD
BUFFET"
SEVEN SEAS

14/2 oz. 3/$

Ronco Reg. or Thin

$ 1 89

48 oz

Vienna Sausage 5 oz 2/89'

69'
1
49

Spaghetti

1

4/$1 00

7 oz.

Kraft Deluxe

$ 1 39
Dinner
Mac. & Cheese
Stokely Mixed Sweet
3/$
15 oz.
Pears

0-Chiee
/1
q5
Owens Best

Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Storemode

California Seedless
White or Red

85Q Chicken

BBQ Beef
29

?hello Cheese
69

Grapes

89

9 $3
b

Snow White

oms
Mushro
8 oz.

Lb

Baked Nam

89
$3

Owen's Best
Storemade

Large Green
Bell

Chiquita
Golden Ripe

Chicken Salad
$289

Cole Slaw

Peppers

Bananas

Lb

Lb

Potatoes

Lb

Lb

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

U.S. *1
5 Lb. Red

c
79
2 79 99'

Days at

SEVEN SEAS

0
89

Home Grown
Yellow Delicious

Apples
29

/s1 39!b 1

99

Lb.

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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3 Lb

Bog

